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Excitement
builds ahead
of LADAs 2021
Excitement is building for next month’s Laundry and Drycleaning
Awards – the LADAs 2021 – the return of one of the industry’s
biggest nights of the year.
Set to be a reuniting of friends and colleagues from across the
textile care, laundry and drycleaning industry after over 18 months

of restrictions, the organisers are in final preparations for making
it a night to remember.
Mark Gleed of MEG Events, said: “After the time we’ve all
been through, an evening of celebrations is much needed. Our
industry has had a particularly tough time, with little government
or public recognition for all
that we do, so we must raise
our profile amongst ourselves
and congratulate each other
for what we’ve achieved
through talent, creativity
and determination, when
faced with so many barriers
in recent times.”
The judges report that
the entries highlighted how
innovative our industr y
businesses became through the
pandemic with some using the
time to reflect and refocus on
what was important for their
business, others to diversify
or accelerate a project or new
product that may have been on
the backburner.
The shortlist of finalists
has now been announced
and you’ll find the full list of
contenders on page 14.
Now the shortlist has
been released we know that
demand for places at the
event increases and books up
quickly. If you are planning
to attend and haven’t secured
your place yet, then we suggest
that to avoid disappointment
you don’t delay any further.
It’s always a wonderful
event held at the stunning
Mercedes-Benz World in
Brooklands, Sur rey – a
black-tie evening with a
three-course dinner and
entertainment, all leading up
to the showcase moment of the
night presenting the awards to
the winners of the LADAs.
This year it promises to be
even more special as it’s one
of the first big opportunities
for the UK industry to get
together since the pandemic
started. A time to celebrate
and look forward. All the
details about the event are on
page 14. Our very best of luck
to all the finalists and we look
forward to seeing many of you
there…

Ultimate EPoS for dry
cleaners & laundries

CLEAN
GREEN
ENERGY
SAVING
LAUNDRY.
If you’re looking for a more sustainable
solution to your business WASHCO can help.
As one of Miele’s largest UK partners we
oﬀer their complete range of WetCare
products; a gentle, environmentally friendly
method of drycleaning.
Requiring no solvents, Miele’s WetCare saves
you energy, reducing running costs and
enviromental impact whilst producing the
best wash results.
With purchase, renting and lease options
available, supported by service you can rely on,
call WASHCO today to see how we
can help.

All the hardware, software, installation,
training & lifetime telephone support
you’ll ever need.
One single
payment or
fixed term lease.
*

The world’s
best EPoS
systems for
dry cleaners

020 8441 0102

www.drystream.co.uk
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The TSA (Textile Services
Association) says that the rapidly
rising energy prices will have a
significant impact on laundries
and describes the increases as
‘alarming’.
They come at a time when
com me rcial lau nd r ies a re
struggling to meet demand, in
the face of staff shortages and
rising costs in raw materials, linen
and wages. They could result in
even more pressure on prices for
commercial laundry customers
in the hospitality, healthcare and
industrial markets.
“Energy typically amounts to
around 10 per cent of a laundry’s
cost base – but the increases we
are facing are off the scale,” says
David Stevens, CEO of the TSA.
“They make the previous
record highs of 2004 pale into
insignificance.”
For example, in March 2021
the cost per therm of gas was
around 42p. Today the cost
has breached 160p. Similarly,
electricity in March was around
£54 per MWh. Today’s settlement

price is around £140 per MWh. “It
doesn’t end there,” says Stevens.
“The first week of September
saw 16 settlement (half hourly)
periods with pricing in excess of
£1,000 per MWh. Nine of these
were above £3,000 per MWh. The
highest was an incredible £4,000
MWh.”
To make matters worse,
currently the energy network is in
a low demand phase – winter will

see more demand and the pressure
will mount on an already limited
supply. There are a variety of
reasons for the dramatic increases.
Key is a lack of supply throughout
Europe, combined with a boom
in demand from Asia, especially
for LNG (Liquid Natural Gas).
In addition, recent poor weather
and lack of wind has meant that
renewable energy sources have
been hit.

Fox Energy is one of the
specialist suppliers working
with commercial laundries. Paul
Dilley, a director at Fox, says,
“The energy markets are reaching
extraordinary highs with no sign of
returning to normal any time soon.
Any business renewing a contract
in the next six months may be at a
significant disadvantage compared
to those that have fixed contracts
that were set when the market was
substantially lower, even just a few
months ago.
“We have been working with
the laundry sector for many years
and we have never seen anything
like this before. Sadly, it’s a trend
we may see continuing through
this winter season.”
The TSA is recommending that
all laundries should make urgent
allowances for these increases and
contact their supplier or broker
for advice. “This is especially
important for those on flexible
energy contracts or that have
existing fully f ixed energy
contracts due to expire within the
next six months,” says Stevens.

WCL organise industry trip to
celebrate near return to normal
The Worshipful Company of
Launderers is organising a weekend
in Blackpool with a day’s visit via
coach to Lake Windermere – a great
opportunity to get together with
industry friends and colleagues
after such a long time apart.
The trip will run from Friday 22
October to Sunday 24 October 2021
and will be informal and relaxed,
with a small number of organised
functions and activities.
Optional visits and excursions
include the iconic Blackpool Tower
Ballroom on the Friday night

and a coach trip to Bowness on
Windermere and a cruise on the
lake on the Saturday.
Guests will book their own
transport and accommodation but
the WCL has helpfully put together
some ideas and costs to save some
research time.
If you’re interested in joining the
trip, please contact the Worshipful
Company of Launderers who can
issue you with comprehensive
information and booking details.
All the contact details are on their
website, www.launderers.co.uk

CleanCloud and SpyderWash
announce payments integration
Commercial Laundry Equipment
Rental Specialists
Rent Your Next Commercial Laundry Machine from
Commercial Laundry Rentals and Save £££’s
RENTAL PACKAGES FROM ONLY £10 PER WEEK
Huge Range of Equipment in Stock
In addition to Commercial Washing Machines, we can also
supply complementary equipment such as Commercial
Tumble Dryers, Rotary Ironers, Commercial Dryer Ironers,
and Laundry ancillary products.
We also:
• Sell New Machines
• Sell Reconditioned Machines with 12 months parts and
labour warranty
• Buy Machines - We Offer the best cash price for your
old equipment
• End of Business Clear outs
We have a huge range of equipment in stock ready for
despatch so if you need any more information just drop us
a line. Talk to us, we can help ﬁnd the right equipment and
business solutions for you.
We underwrite all our own rentals.

Specialists in Laundry Rentals
Our great service includes:
• Rent commercial laundry equipment
• Access to all leading manufacturers
• Wide range of machines and models
• Complementary equipment
• Experience in all business sectors
Can’t ﬁnd the machine you want on our website?
Contact us. Our knowledge and experience of the
laundry industry means we are likely to be able to
source your equipment and our buying power means
we can supply you at competitive trade prices. Email
us here info@commerciallaundryrentalsco.uk

Call Us For A No Obligation Quote Today 03300 10 13 15
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Point of sales system supplier
CleanCloud, and Setomatic
Systems-SpyderWash, a supplier
of laundry payment systems since
1968, have announced a new crossplatform integration.
The integration of SpyderWash
into CleanCloud will give
operators increasing flexibility
in running their business. As
laundry customers will be able
to pay how they want, in a secure
all-in-one launderette payment
system, upgrading even the oldest
washer and dryer models with
ease.
SpyderWash enables customers
and employees to start washers
and dryers via its card system,
which supports contactless card
payments while having the option
of retaining coin functionality on
individual washers and dryers.
CleanCloud customers manage
their laundry businesses with a
combination of the companies’
software and hardware, which
includes payment solutions,
marketing tools, wash-dry-fold
management, advanced reporting,

pickups/deliveries and much more.
“At CleanCloud we continue
to deliver innovation to help
ou r lau nderet te customers
grow their business and deliver
excellent experiences for their
customers,” said CleanCloud
CTO and co-founder David
Griffith-Jones. “This integration
with SpyderWash helps to simplify
the payment flow at the point of
sale and encourage customers
to quickly purchase additional
services from the launderette.”
“For over 50 years we have
been advancing payments in the
commercial laundry sector. One
of our main goals has always been
to make owning a launderette
easier to manage and more

profitable for the store owner”
said Setomatic-SpyderWash vice
president Gregg Schantz. “This
integration not only helps the
store owner but also gives the
end customer a more convenient,
expanded and user-friendly
laundry experience. Being able to
use your SpyderWash loyalty card
at the PoS system is a feature that
has been heavily requested over
the past year, and we are happy
to finally have it.”
B o t h C le a n C lo u d a n d
SpyderWash have been leading
innovators in the launderette
industry for years, this new
integration, helps drive operators
to increase revenue channels in a
simple combined way.

From
the
editor
Last month was a significant
moment in post-Summer, postCovid times to understand the
impact of people returning to
their workplaces – and more
importantly to our industry,
the return of workwear, and the
question of to what degree we
dress up, or dress down, for the
office now.
For many of us it’s time to
ditch the lockdown joggers and
loungewear and switch from
our (waist up visible only) zoom
outfits and dress in clothes more
suited to the work environment.
Suited being a key word here as
many companies discuss and
implement their post-Covid
dress codes. Should they be more
relaxed? Should they return to
the smarter times from before?
A Times article in early
September highlighted the
government’s stance. MPs were
apparently informed that if they
weren’t dressed smartly then
they wouldn’t be allowed into
Westminster.
Com mons spea ker Si r
Lindsay Hoyle had updated
the ‘Rules of behaviour and
courtesies in the House of
Commons’ to take account of
‘post-Covid fashions’. Hoyle,
said the article, suggested that
‘members are expected to wear
business attire in and around the
chamber’.
Previous speaker Joh n
Bercow had already ruled
out jeans, sandals, T-shirts
and trainers, but Hoyle has
taken it even further. Now the
staple chino is off limits in the
Commons, along with general
sportswear, casual trousers and
sport shoes.
It seems that the ‘broken suit’
is not allowed there either.
Now I knew the look of a
broken suit but, forgive me, I
didn’t know that it had a name.
I googled and turned to
articles from GQ magazine, who
I trusted to know far more than I
could ever begin to. It’s basically
the look of a mismatched jacket
and trousers – GQ explained it
far better as, ‘more than simply
putting on a pair of daggy
trousers with a clashing jacket,
the subtle sorcery of elegant
mismatching is a life skill worth
learning’.
More googling led me to
learn a more glamorous, and
of course Italian, word for the
same thing – the Spezzato
suit. Spezzato simply means
‘broken’ in Italian – as GQ put
it, ‘a beautiful-sounding word
for the Italian art of mixing and
matching your suit jackets and
trousers to come up with a new,
mismatched suit.’
It’s a sartorial minefield as
we all return to some sort of
normality in our working lives.
Let’s hope that, for our industry,
some levels of smart dress code
returns and the suits, shirts, and
dryclean only dresses become a
staple again for regular business
through the shop doors.
We hear in a news article in
this issue how Oxwash reported
an increase in September
business with ‘over 50 per cent
of orders placed via the Oxwash
website and app were for suit
jackets’ as ‘many have booted
and suited up for the return to
the office.’
Here’s hoping that for many
of you in the industry the same
trend follows suit …

News

Save £1,000s on
your running costs
Dry cleaners typically see a substantial reduction
in running costs when switching their old dry
cleaning system for Wet Cleaning

Make the switch: give us a call
on 020 8579 2661 for an
online demo
The UK’s Leading Wet Cleaning Equipment Supplier

020 8579 2661

mail@renzacci.co.uk

www.renzacci.co.uk

Organisers cancel Texcare International for 2021
Following the withdrawal of leading
industry suppliers, the Advisory
Council of the world’s leading
textilecare fair have voted to cancel
Texcare International for this year
because its success can no longer
be guaranteed.
Originally, the overall outlook
became increasingly positive and,
by the beginning of August, around
200 companies – including the
important and big manufacturers
from all parts of the textile-care
sector – had registered to exhibit at
Texcare International in Frankfurt
am Main from 27 November to 1

December 2021.
Factors contributing to this
included the growing pace of
vaccination around the world,
the categorisation of trade fairs as
business events and the officially
approved protection and hygiene
concept of Messe Frankfurt.
Nevertheless, the mood changed
as leading companies decided to
withdraw from the event because of
uncertainties regarding the future
development of the pandemic.
Ker st i n Hor aczek , v ice
president technology shows at
Messe Frankfurt, “Together with

our partners, we worked untiringly
to stage the Texcare International
for the textile care sector in the
autumn. However, a leading
international trade fair with a
significantly reduced spectrum
on show would not do justice
to participants’ expectations of
the fair as the most important
meeting place and innovation
hub for the sector. Therefore, we
have decided to accept the vote of
the Advisory Council and cancel
Texcare International 2021. We are
extremely sorry about this. At the
same time, we are grateful for the

ongoing, high level of commitment
demonstrated by the sector for their
most important trade fair.”
Held every four years, Texcare
International in Frankfurt am Main
brings together suppliers of laundry
and drycleaning technology with

customers from the textile service,
laundry and drycleaning segments.
Until the next edition, Messe
Frankfurt can already offer the
textile care sector several events
where they can do business in other
important economic regions of

the world including the Texcare
Forum Nantes on 27 September
2021, Texcare Asia and China
Laundry Expo in Shanghai from
22 to 24 December 2021 and the
Clean Show in Atlanta from 30
July to 2 August 2022.

FESTIVE TABLE
LINEN
THE ONLINE SPARE PARTS CATALOGUE FOR THE LAUNDRY INDUSTRY

www.grpps.com

Get-set for the festive season ahead
with our range of beautiful table linens.
Choose from traditional white, warm reds
and eye-catching greens.
The choice is yours.

SPARE PARTS

Call in:
Horizon Business Centre, Tel: 020 8311 1382
16 Alder Close, Erith,
Fax: 020 8312 1262
Kent DA18 4AJ
email: info@grpps.com

visionlinens.com

+44 (0)1254 589 550

POSTERS - PARTS - SUPPLIES
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24 and 25 April 2022
Ascot Racecourse, Berkshire
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CleanEx 2022: Six months to go
There’s just six months to go
until CleanEx 2022 - the only
UK exhibition dedicated to the
laundry, drycleaning and textile
care industry
Another month has passed,
and plans continue to take shape
to ensure this is a great show for
both exhibitors and visitors.
With the recent announcement
of Texcare Inter national in
Frankfurt being cancelled this
year it puts CleanEx in a position
to be THE next European event
– providing the opportunity to
compare in one place everything
from washing powders to the
largest washing machines, from
solvents and chemicals to the
newest innovations in machinery,

and the latest technology and
initiatives to drive sustainability
and eff iciency for ward for
industry businesses.
Exhibitors at CleanEx are
the key players in the industry
and they’ll be delighted to
showcase their latest products,
services, sustainable solutions
and innovations to help you
and your business – many will
have working machinery and
technology for you to see and
use first-hand.
CleanEx 2022 will also be
the ideal opportunity to finally
meet with others in the industry
in real life - existing and potential
new customers, and industry
colleagues and friends.

Visit CleanEx 2022:

Exhibitors at CleanEx 2022

Register now to attend

There’s just one stand left at CleanEx 2022 so if you want to join
this list of key industry players then don’t delay and contact MEG
Events on the details at the bottom of the page.

You can now register your place to attend CleanEx 2022 and Hospitality
Expo. Simply visit the CleanEx 2022 page at www.megevents.co.uk
and click on ‘attend the event’ and enter some basic information to
secure your place. Entry to the event is free and there’s plenty of free
parking. There’ll also be prize draws too!

ABS
AGS
Aquastar
Ashar Professional Linens
Ltd
Avonlee
Axcess IT
Barbanti
Becreative360
Böwe
Brightwell Dispensers Ltd
Bryant Plastics
Camptel
Caraselle
CBA Machines
Clean Supply
CleanCloud
CML
Cole & Wilson (Christeyns)
CRDN
Dane Realstar
Deister Electronic UK Ltd
DRM Industrial Fabrics
Drystream
Dwas Tex Pvt Ltd
Ecolab
Electrolux Professional
EWT Water
Fimasn
Firbimatic
Foltex
Fowler UK
Fox Energy
Ghidini
Girbau
Grangers
Guild of Cleaners &
Launderers
Hoesh International
Ideal Manufacturing
Imesa S.P.A.
Industrial Laundry
Equipment Ltd (ILE)
Installation Machinery
Services
Jensen

FREE ENTRY
FREE PARKING

Visitors include:

• Launderers • Drycleaners - owners and managers
• Hotels - owners and managers • Head housekeepers/ managers
• Hotel procurement managers • Care home owners
• Guest houses – owners and managers • Launderette owners
• Private schools and hospitals

Our sponsors…
We’re delighted to have support from the following sponsors. If you would like to join
this group of industry experts as a sponsor, then contact MEG Events today. There are
some sponsorship packages remaining to suit a range of budgets.

HEADLINE SPONSOR

JFC
JLA
Kannegiesser
Kreussler Chemicals
Laundry Engineering
Services
LaundryQuip
Laundry & Cleaning Today
LinenTech
Mach 1 Engineering
Marden Edwards
Shrinkwrap
MaxiPress
Mediterranean Linens
Mevo Metzler
Mirical Emblems
NALI
National Laundry Group
Nayax
Parrisianne
Rampi
Renzacci
Richard Haworth
Rotondi
Sankosha
Sidi
SPOT
SoCom
Stahl
Tex ID
The Empty Box Company
Thermopatch
Thermotex
Trevil
Veeroy Laundry Solutions
Limited (Mark Italy)
VEGA
Veit
Victor de Banke
Vision Linens
WASHCO
Worshipful Company of
Launderers
Wellspun (Christy)
WSI
Zani

JUST ONE STAND LEFT
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CleanEx 2022

Hospitality Expo to run
alongside CleanEx 2022
MEG Events, the team behind the successful CleanEx, LADAs
and the Hotel Housekeeping Honours – the Triple H awards - has
partnered with UK Housekeeping Association (UKHA) and are
adding a whole new dimension to CleanEx 2022.
Brand new event - Hospitality Expo – will take place at the
same time as CleanEx 2022. Same time. Same venue.
Hospitality Expo is aimed at procurement managers, general
managers and housekeepers from hotels across the country.
Attendees will benefit from meeting with exhibitors, colleagues
and friends at the show aimed at the hotel industry.
Hospitality Expo will take place on its own floor at Ascot
Racecourse so those visiting Hospitality Expo will also be able to
walk the aisles at CleanEx 2022 and see what the leading industry
suppliers there are exhibiting about their latest innovations,
products and services.

Exhibitors at Hospitality Expo 2022
ADA Pacific Direct Ltd

Green Guests

Regenex

BC Software

Hotel Supplies

Simply Washrooms

Bespoke Textiles

Housekeeping Today

Single Use Paper Company

Clean Linen

Hygieia Group

Skopos Fabrics Ltd

Easyhands

Hypnos Contract Beds

Sleepezee

Electrolux Professional

Impamark

Sparenity

Evans Vanodine

Infini Blooms

Sparkling Services

Everything Hygiene Ltd

Mattison Contract Beds

Star Linen

Fine Bedding Company

Mercura Industries

UKHA

Girbau UK

Newell Co (Rubbermaid)

Vision Linens

Global Amenities

Ozone Clean

GreenBrook Ventures

P&G Professional

To book a stand email:
megevents@laundryandcleaningtoday.co.uk

Our sponsors…
We’re delighted to have support from the following sponsors. If you would like to
join this group of industry experts as a sponsor, then contact MEG Events today.

info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk/clean-ex | Tel: 0118 901 4471
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Trolleys, Pallets and Cages

They’re wheely good
I

t’s very easy to wheel out
the big headlines of the past
18 months in our industry –
from lockdowns and turmoil
in the hospitality sector so
many of our laundries serve
to trade associations lobbying
government in a push to make
sure voices are heard as staffing
issues bite.
Just like the national and
international news, the big issues
often overshadow other events,
but here at Laundry & Cleaning
Today we can dig a little deeper to
bring you the stories which deserve
to be told from those areas often
overlooked when the news agenda
is so busy.
One such issue is the world
of trolleys, pallets, and cages
where those supplying new or
reconditioned items – as well as
repairing what can be salvaged
– have been helping to keep the
wheels oiled in laundries and other
industries such as logistics and
transport, healthcare and retail.
And it’s not always been easy as
they face the same issues as many
more high-profile supply sectors.
We’re all aware of how the
rocketing charges for container
freight are feeding through
to commercial laundries on

The wheels must keep
turning to move everything
about efficiently within
commercial laundries. Jan
Raycroft tells us about the latest
equipment that’s designed to do
just that
ever y t h i ng f rom l i nen to
chemicals, and that this, alongside
increasing labour costs, will lead
to price rises for their customers.
But the linen hire chain includes
the process of moving it all about
within laundries and through to
delivery for their clients, and this
is where trolleys and cages play
their part.
At Stockport-based Reco
(UK) Trading, works manager
Nick Edge reports that while
they continue to supply new
handling equipment, including
the likes of bespoke roll cages,
across the country the big move
in recent times has been towards
reconditioned or repaired items.
He welcomes this not only because
it’s keeping some 20 engineers on

site very busy but because when
the ‘good as new’ equipment
leaves Reco it’s contributing to
sustainability targets.
This new ‘make do and mend’
approach by customers is often
being driven by the escalating
cost of shipping containers for
brand new products from China
and has led to lots of activity
in the workshop and spray
booths at Reco. Alongside the
new, reconditioned and rental
equipment, the service and repair
programme is booming with
maintenance contracts available
for all products so customers can
be sure of their annual handling
budget.
The recycling expansion was
always part of the company’s ethos

and includes the likes of collapsible
pallet boxes which can be recycled
into new plastic products when
reaching the end of their ‘working
life’.
ARMH, based in Rossendale,
Lancashire, design, manufacture
and supply a host of items
including racking, containers,
trolleys, castors and much more,
right down to anti-fatigue matting,
artwork, stickers and labels.
Alongside working with
drycleaners and commercial
laundries, Andy Robinson’s
company has come up with unique
materials handling solutions for
NHS hospitals, something which
has been of utmost importance
during the Covid pandemic.
Robinson says one of the best
compliments he’s ever been paid
was when a hospital laundry
manager he had helped with tricky
problems over many years said he
was determined to retire before
he did, otherwise he’d struggle
with future projects without the
backing. Interesting projects have
included designing trolleys and
equipment from stainless steel that
can be easily cleaned for sterile
areas like operating theatres, a
matter that has taken on increased
significance this year.
Robi n son says: “ Bei ng
nominated for an award last

year under the categor y of
‘Innovation to the Commercial
Laundry Industry’, was a massive
accolade. Having spent many
years engineering solutions, it’s
incredibly humbling to receive
such recognition.”
Away from the hospitals, the
company designed a range of
bespoke new Covid-secure screens

Our objective is to make the
task easier for the operative
and more cost effective for
the organisation
for laundry workers, overcoming
issues where staff need to work side
by side as the process demands.
All of these projects are relished
by the ARMH team. Robinson,
who loves a challenge, explains:
“Health and safety, ergonomics
and logistics are among the first
consideration when thinking up
any methods of handling products.
Even when an age-old method
could be repeated, we always
evaluate the possibility of an
alternative.
“We believe that we have been
instrumental in not only making
things easier for the operative but

Now that’s a mountain: collapsible pallet
boxes ready for dispatch at Reco (UK)
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have also made it safer. Coupled
with this, is our awareness in
keeping costs to a minimum
where possible. For many years
we have designed, manufactured
and supplied all kinds of materials
handling and storage equipment.
“Based on an engineering
backg rou nd , we have t he
technical skills required to solve

most problems, faced with the
handling, storage, and distribution
of products, cost effectively, safely
and quickly.
“Should there be a requirement
for standard or bespoke items, we
will have a solution. We can advise
on all aspects of moving materials
from A to C via B. Our objective
is to make the task easier for the
operative and more cost effective
for the organisation.”
Robinson enjoys ‘thinking
outside the box’, and the wheels
on it for that matter. As he points
out, products can be moved in
many different ways. They can
be manually pushed or pulled,
power-driven with tugs, for
instance, or moved by fork
trucks and the like. The methods
are endless, he says, and ARMH
can often introduce those who
need manual handling solutions
to methods and equipment which

The workshop at Reco (UK) is being
kept busy
reconditioning trolleys and cages so
that
their ‘working lives’ are greatly exte
nded

Trolleys, Pallets and Cages

The needs of health care facilities
have developed alongside
innovation at Bryant Plastics

A split curtain cage
produced by Bryant Plastics
JFC’s production and sorting trolleys are used in laundries
across Europe and the Middle East

‘Front of ironers’ fabricated
trucks are built for every
size of ironer with a selflevelling mechanism inside
by Bryant Plastics
make working lives easier.
But it’s not all about finding
answers for larger commercial
laundries. Robinson explains: “I
am just as happy working on small
projects for drycleaners. I love
calls where the customer asks, ‘Do
you make these?’ because it’s a
chance to engineer solutions on a
daily basis.”
While working with metals
provides opportunities to design
bespoke equipment, Robinson
is also a big fan of plastic, both
for its lengthy life cycle, hygiene
properties and that virgin plastic
can then be recycled for further
use. This has led to a 25 years plus
involvement with Bryant Plastics
Ltd of Keighley.
Certainly, in current times, the
ease of cleaning and disinfection
is of key importance in favour
of plastics. Br yant Plastics
manufacture a vast range of
material handling equipment
and are the largest producer and
supplier of plastic laundry linen
cages in the UK.
It’s a family business, launched
by Barry Bryant back in 1974
and now headed by his daughter,
Yvonne. Long before ‘values and
visions’ became the mantra of the
corporate world, Bryant Plastics
were working to pride themselves
in their integrity, transparency
and compliance. The company’s
vision is to produce world leading,
innovative products that meet and
exceed customer expectations.
R i g h t n o w, B r y a n t ’s
understanding of the financial
pressures within an industry
delivering efficiencies whilst
maintaining a high-quality service

Hygienic, easy to use
equipment is a key offering
of Bryant Plastics
for customers, means their focus is
on producing the highest quality
products at a cost-effective price.
They’ve been working with
customers on improving and
customising products, as well as
developing new ones, with recent
developments including a new
healthcare cage and another cage
with a moulded in handle.
The healthcare cage has
been designed with NHS clients
to replace metal roll cages in
hospitals. It has the same footprint
as the metal cage but includes
enhanced features for safety and
infection prevention and control.
Another gain is that the plastic
cage is 25 per cent lighter and
easier to manoeuvre than its metal
counterpart, a welcome change
for all those who must move them
around in pressured times. This
hygienic cage with smooth easy to
clean surfaces is compatible with
trolley wash and drain systems.
The new cage with a moulded in
handle, the LC518 model, was also
designed with a customer and is
a real innovation, the first of its
kind and very much designed with
infection prevention and control
in mind.
Their plastic roll and linen
cages are also rust-free, of course,
easy to clean and can be produced
in a range of colours for clients who
need to segregate items. Solid or
transparent covers can be provided
with optional screen printing and
customer logos incorporated in the
actual cage body or cover.
There’s a big sustainability

case to be made here as Bryant
Plastics cages are built to last.
Yvonne Bryant explains: “One
of our customers has been using
Bryant cages for over 20 years now.
They undertook a study recording
the life of the plastic cage, the
study showed the average life of
our plastic cages to be just over
seven years.”
Most of their custom made-to
order products are constructed
from industrial quality medium
and low-density polyethylene
and the business also uses high
density polyethylene and reground
polyethylene, recycling previously
used plastic. An in-house metal
shop means Bryant Plastics can
manufacture their own tools
alongside producing a range
of fabricated products and
accessories.
Bryant Plastics also offer a
range of trucks and self-levelling
trucks developed with ergonomics
in mind. The mechanism within the
self-levelling trucks goes down as

items are placed into it and rises as
items are taken out, so reducing the
amount of bending and lifting and
reduce back strain. Ergonomics
are also a big attraction of the
company’s ‘front of ironers’
fabricated trucks.
For JFC Material Handling,
with a head office in Co. Galway,
Ireland, and UK base in Shropshire,
their diverse range of products was
always going to attract interest
during the pandemic. These
include fogging disinfection
units and Zoono Z71 Microbe
Shield Virus Protector, used with
spraying, wiping or fogging.
Not surprisingly, the JFC waste
separation trolleys, easy to clean
and customised and produced in
a variety of colours so staff can
easily identify soiled linen, clinical
or domestic waste for ease of
separation, have also been popular.
But even before Covid the JFC
laundry trolleys were extensively in
use across Europe and the Middle
East. Strength and durability have
been key factors here, with the
NL01 trolley made from impact
resistant polyethylene particularly
suited to a variety of industry
sectors. Curtain and shelved
trolleys are made to customers’
design requirements and available
in full zip and half zip options.

Interesting projects have included
designing trolleys and equipment
from stainless steel that can be
easily cleaned for sterile areas
like operating theatres, a matter
that has taken on increased
significance this year.
Andy Robinson, ARMH

TROLLEYS
Design & develop trolleys to
suit customers requirements
Mould-in logos & crests
Easy to move trolleys
make the work less ‘backbreaking’, but anti-fatigue
matting, like this installed
by ARMH, can also make a
big difference

It’s not all kitting out
commercial laundries: Andy
Robinson of ARMH is always
happy to help find answers
for drycleaners and other
small operations

Full range of colours
Screen Printing available

Contact us to discuss your requirements

Mobile screens for safe working, produced by ARMH

An exchange trolley designed by ARMH

Email info@jfctrolleys.com
UK 0845 4890326
IRL +353 93 24066

www.jfctrolleys.com
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As industry suffers from staff shortages and service
delays, Oxwash stays on top of the washing pile
Recently it’s been widely reported
that the laundry trade is suffering
from staff shortages and logistics
nightmares.
Laundry supply chains and
hotels across the UK are struggling
to keep up with demand for basic
requirements of clean bed sheets
and linen - with some hotels even
delaying guest check-ins... despite
the summer holiday season having
ended.
Keeping on top of the washing
pile is the sustainable laundry
service Oxwash, which has seen
a huge surge in new customers
by 215 per cent as businesses and
consumers seek alternatives to
their usual laundry services, due
to the slow turnaround for regular
orders.
Oxwash puts a cleaner spin on
laundry and has revolutionised the
washing industry with its next

generation, super speedy, eco
cleaning and reliable logistics
platforms.
The sustainable laundry firm
serves clients such as the NHS,
luxury fashion rental businesses
such as HURR, My Wardrobe
HQ, Something Bor rowed,
Rotaro amongst others, as well
as consumers.
With no-contact delivery and
scientifically proven high level of
disinfection, Oxwash was chosen
to sterilise items used during the
Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine trial,
as well as supporting the NHS
front line, so the recent rise in
customers comes with no sweat
for the laundry firm.
“We’ve seen a huge increase
in customer orders, due to staff
shortages across hotels and
laundry services struggling to
keep up with the demand for

their usual services,” said Dr Kyle
Grant, co-founder of Oxwash.
“No matter what, we turn up on

time, come rain or shine, take away
your laundry basket and wash your
items in a better way, so that they

last longer.”
“Our processes kill bacteria
through a three-stage approach:

ozone disinfection, chemical
s t e r i l i s at ion a nd t he r m a l
decont am i nat ion, reduci ng
99.99999 per cent of infections
- 100 times better than the NHS
standard.”
“We identif ied a way to
re-engineer the laundry process
from the ground up and to be
the f irst tr uly sustainable,
space-age laundry company in
the world”
Wit h t he beg i n n i ng of
September also marking the
biggest return of workers to the
office since the pandemic started,
over 50 per cent of orders placed
via the Oxwash website and app
were for suit jackets.
“Orders i n suit jackets
has increased tremendously
throughout the past week as many
have booted and suited up for the
return to the office.”

Eco-friendly BLANC goes for a
Mercedes-Benz eSprinter ‘clean sweep’
Sustainability and environmental
best practice are integral to the
ethos of award-winning drycleaner
BLANC, but so, too, are sound
economics – all of which explains
why the west London-based
firm has resolved to invest in
zero-emission Mercedes-Benz
eSprinters.
BLANC has already acquired
two of the battery-powered vans
from Rossetts Commercials and
will return to the same dealer for
another couple before the end of the
year. Its first, French-built electric
vehicle, which is smaller so less
practical, will make way for a fifth
Mercedes-Benz as soon as possible
thereafter.
Describing itself as “a natural
artisan drycleaner, tailor and
launderer”, BLANC operates from
award-winning outlets in Chelsea,
Marylebone, Notting Hill and
South Kensington. The company’s
vans transport garments between
these stores and its large atelier, or
cleaning centre, in Acton. They are
also used to make home deliveries.
Ludovic Blanc, a for mer
J P Morgan vice -president,
quit banking to study French
eco-launderettes before launching
his ow n business in 2013.
“Conventional drycleaning is

Blanc’s head of operations, Evan Charalampous

neither dry nor clean,” he asserted,
“because the process entails
soaking garments in solvent-based
cleaners.
“BLANC, by contrast, cleans all
clothes, even the most delicate, in
a healthy, natural and sustainable
way. We rely on healthier,
biodegradable detergents instead
of traditionally used chemicals,
which are extremely toxic.”
Introduced late last year, the
3.5-tonne eSprinter is powered by a
114hp electric motor that drives the
front wheels. It will travel 95 miles
(combined WLTP with 80 km/h
speed limiter) on a single charge,

eSprinter £499

per month contract hire

which is ample for the majority
of urban delivery and last mile
applications; recuperative energy
recovered when decelerating
supplements the batteries’ output.
The 55kW h high-voltage
battery pack is securely mounted
beneath the vehicle’s body, so
does not impinge on the cargo
area. As a result, the high-roofed,
medium-length L2 eSprinter’s
11m3 volume carrying capacity
is identical to its diesel-engined,
front-wheel drive stablemate, and
half a cubic metre larger than its
rear-wheel drive equivalent.
Key to the eSprinter’s appeal
for BLANC is the 2,079mm

height of its load bay. Head of
operations Evan Charalampous
explained: “We clean a lot of longer
garments, particularly evening
dresses. Its high roof means these
can be transported on rails in
the eSprinter, something it’s not
possible to do in smaller electric

vans. The Mercedes-Benz vehicle’s
cargo space therefore allows us to
run a distribution operation that is
efficient as well as sustainable.”
Further underlining BLANC’s
‘green’ credentials, the garments
it cleans are now protected for
deliveries in a compostable

eVito Panel Van £198

per month contract hire

Visit www.rossetts.co.uk for more information
*BUSINESS USERS ONLY • 12 month contract hire agreement • £1000 advance rental • Excess Mileage Charge ex. VAT 20 Pence Per Mile • 10,000 miles per annum • All prices exclude VAT at 20%
Orders / credit approvals on selected models only between 01 July and 31 July 2021, registered by September 2021. Mercedes-benz Finance MK15 8BA. Prices are correct at time of going to press.
All prices are subject to any fiscal or legislative changes.
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film – the product of a two-year
development programme, this has
replaced the plastic packaging used
by competitors.
The transition to an all-electric
fleet represents a logical next step
for a company determined to do
everything possible to minimise its
carbon footprint. “Our customers
are environmentally friendly too,”
said Charalampous. “They like to
see us using fully electric vans
that produce no harmful tailpipe
emissions.”
He continued: “The eSprinter is
beautifully smooth and comfortable
to drive. Its range is more than
sufficient for our purposes, while
because electric vehicles are
exempt from the congestion charge
each van is potentially saving us
£12.50 per day.
“Completing the picture, we like
to think of BLANC as a premium
brand, so we’re also attracted
by the obvious synergies with
Mercedes-Benz, a manufacturer
whose name is synonymous with
prestige and quality. The vans look
great and we’re very proud of this
new association.”

News

Fox Energy Report
Market Update Oct 2021
As wholesale energy prices continue
to rocket to record highs, companies
need to hope for the best but prepare
for the worst. The UK energy
market is currently experiencing
unprecedented increases and we are
about to enter the cooler autumn and
winter periods where increases due
to seasonal demand are standard.
Add this to the planned increases
to daily standing charges which
are already being implemented
(also soon to be applied to KVA
(availability) costs (from 1 April
2022)) under Ofgem’s Targeted
Charging review (TCR), these
increases are being delivered at
the most inopportune moment to
businesses and homeowners alike.
The market continues to be
driven by a lack of supply to
the whole of Europe, minimal
scheduled LNG shipping imports
(Liquid Natural Gas) arriving in UK
ports due to the continued boom in
the Asian markets, and minimal
renewable energy generation due
to poor weather and low wind
levels with many market analysts
depressingly forecasting continued
increases to the wholesale market
well into 2022.
The current climate in the
markets makes longer ter m

contracts more attractive as
suppliers hedge that the markets
will decrease over the coming years
and spread the cost and risk over a
longer period, thus offering lower
rates compared. Whereas this will
provide an element of cost certainty,
it comes as a bit of a gamble as to
whether the markets will maintain
their upwards trajectory for the
foreseeable future or potentially
crash or drop as we move into
mid-2022.
In other news, Ofgem has
launched its strategy to bring
down associated costs related to
the electric vehicle (EV) smart
charging revolution. They have
instructed the networks to prepare
for the massive roll out of EV’s
stating that millions of pounds
will be invested in the new EV
infrastructure including rapid
charge points, but the question is
where the funding for this project
will come from, and the answer
as always is likely to come from
new levies being applied on top
of existing energy costs. They
have also pledged to support V2G
(vehicle-to-grid) technologies
which will allow EV owners
to potentially earn money by
discharging/exporting electricity

Obituary: C-zi Patel

C-Zi pictured far right
here with the Nayax
team at CLEAN 2019

back from their car battery to the
grid at times when it is most needed.
W i t h m a n y c o m p a n ie s
struggling, there are options if
you are concerned about paying
your business energy bills; your
first step is to contact either your
current supplier or energy broker
for advice regarding your payments,

including possible payment breaks
or reductions, more time to pay or
possible access to hardship funds,
but this is very dependent on your
current suppliers. Get in touch with
Fox Energy for help and advice
and to find out more about the
upcoming changes under TCR and
how it might affect your business.

It is with deep regret that we
wish to inform you of the
unexpected and untimely
passing of C-zi Patel, technical
director for Nayax UK.
The Nayax team said: “C-zi,
having been in the industry for
many, many years was well
known, and we are honoured to
say, hugely liked and respected
by everyone.
“He was a vital and integral
member of the Nayax team
both in the UK and globally,
but more importantly, he was
our friend, and we are already
missing him greatly.
“On a business level, we
will continue to support the
commitments and projects that

C-zi so passionately worked on
but that is for a separate time.
“For now, we wish to just
say goodbye to C-zi and may
his sweet soul rest in peace.”
Laundr y & Cleaning
Today’s Mark and Tina Gleed
added: “C-zi was a pleasure
to work with. We met him on
a number of occasions, both
whilst he was working for
Inepro through to his present
role with Nayax, at our events
and overseas exhibitions.
“Nothing was too much
trouble for him. The industry
has lost a great ambassador
and a true gentleman. Our
thoughts are with his family
and friends.”

Laundry Engineering Services Ltd, Unit 3, Lever Works,
Slater Street, Blackburn, BB2 4LY
t: +44(0)1254 457015 : +44(0)7720 736503
e: paul@laundryengineering.co.uk
laundryppm.co.uk
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Sustainability: Greener Detergents

Sustainability:

choosing greener
detergent solutions

KREUSSLER
The German textile care specialist
K reussler launched Ottalin
OptiBleach, a bleach activator for
fast, fibre-deep oxygen bleaching
at low temperatures, in August.
As an ideal, environmentally
friendly alternative to chlorine
bleach, it shows excellent bleaching
effects when combined with an
oxygen bleach in just one wash,
and that from 40°C.
Even extreme stains like curry
powder, coffee, red wine etc. as
well as persistent mould stains are
being removed quickly, but gently.

Rewashing is reduced to an absolute
minimum.
K reu ssle r say: “O t t al i n
OptiBleach is ideal for extremely
soiled white laundry such as table
and kitchen linen, textiles from
old people’s homes, clothing
from the food industry including
butcher’s laundry and other work
clothing which so far could only
be treated with environmentally
harmful chlorine bleach and at
higher temperatures. It achieves
excellent whiteness values and is
ideal for use with high alkalinity.”

TCS & BÜFA
There is no doubt customers are
looking for greener solutions to
do their bit for the planet’s future.
Go online to search ‘best
eco laundry UK’ and nearly
20 million results come up.
Alongside websites which
specialise in ethical choices when
choosing cleaning products, are
people discussing what chemicals
are actually in detergents, and

Jean Anderson reports
where they come from.
The worldwide focus on the
environment means that many
people are becoming ‘experts’
and inf luencing others to ask
the right questions when making
lifestyle choices. For our chemical

suppliers and the businesses
using their products it’s never
been more important to provide
solutions which tick as many
green boxes as possible.
Indeed, it’s actually a selling

point: being able to confidently
reassure customers, whether
handling a bag of washing or a
major contract with a hotel or
restaurant chain, that detergents
used support environmental
sustainability.
Luckily ou r leading
manufacturers and suppliers are
on the case.

WSI
“As trusted innovators in the
industry, WSI has a decorated
history of introducing landmark
indust r y in novations with
numerous patents specific to
the commercial laundry space,”
says regional sales manager Peter
Hallett.
Therefore, it was with great
excitement that WSI introduced
TRUpath™, a truly revolutionary
wash process with universal
application.
Hallett said: “With TRUpath™,
a patent-pending wash process,
WSI is significantly changing
the game.
“Washing free of alkali,
T R U p a t h™ p r e s e n t s a
breakthrough innovation in
cleaning quality and finish quality.
TRUpath™ produces hygienically
clean textiles while extending
textile life by over 25 per cent and
saving 30-60 hours of machine
time per week on average.”
Hallett continues: “TRUpath™
provides significant benefits to
the quality of goods you produce.
A gentler wash process removes
concerns of alkaline hydrolysis,

greatly extends useful life of
reflective garments, and produces
whiter whites and brighter brights.
“Furthermore,
the
patent-pending process, through
its innovative combination of
solutions, is proven to dramatically
reduce merchandise costs for
operators. TRUpath™ is a true
innovation in cleaning quality.
“Better for our planet and your
bottom line, TRUpath™ optimises
the energy and water consumption
of each load, yielding significant
benefits to each plant,” said
Hallett.
Washing free of alkali, NPEs,
phosphates, and EDTA’s, WSI has
introduced this technology to
optimise all operations in a plant
and the surrounding environment.
Its formula structure is proven
to significantly enhance plant
capacity while demonstrating up
to 30 per cent savings in utility
costs per load.
“The removal of alkali
from the wash process is a true
innovation in safety. Significantly
minimizing plant employees’
risk of exposure to caustic soda,

The WSI TRUpath
message
facilities no longer need to
prepare for hazardous bulk
deliveries.
“This technology also
reduces or removes the
need for sulphuric acid in water
treatment. Without the high pH
levels of traditional washing, there
is no need for harsh, dangerous
acids to be added to the process,”
said Hallett.
As an added layer of security,
WSI utilises an EPA-registered
sanitiser, PerTect™, designed
specifically for use in commercial
laundries on textiles.
“TRUpath™’s ability to
produce verified, hygienically
clean textiles, provides further
peace of mind that your plant is
providing a safer product to your

WSI received a green
award from TRUpath
customers.
“A smart choice for your plant
is also a smart choice for our
planet. The security that comes
from TRUpath™ brings you more
than the cleanest, safest products;
it brings you complete peace of
mind and clearly demonstrates
your commitment to corporate
social responsibility.
“Welcome to the future of
commercial laundry,” Hallett
concludes.

‘Power by nature’ the message from
Büfa to sum up their innovative new
range Ozerna Eco system available
from Fife based TCS (Textile Care
Supplies).
Sally Bousie, general
manager, sales, tells us the new
range has been awarded the EU
Ecolabel certification. “It has
been dermatologically approved
so is ideal for environmentally
conscious businesses who don’t
want to sacrifice quality even at
low temperatures.”
The system consists of four
products:
Ozerna Bright Green – An
alkaline all-purpose detergent
with optical brightener made
from natural and renewable
material. Prevents greying and
has pronounced fat and dissolving
power. Excellent cleaning results
even at low temperatures.
Lizer na Ox – A liquid
oxygen bleach. Ideal oxygen
carrier in washing liquids. It
guarantees absolutely residue
free decomposition in water and
oxygen ensures thorough removal
of bleachable stains.
Lizerna Citro – Neutralising
agent based on citric acid. This is a
modern and odourless neutralising
agent that leads to neutral pH
values and prevents the formation
of yellow stains even when textiles
are stored in damp conditions.
Lizer na Active Green –
Detergent booster with high
content of water hardness-binding
substances and is suitable for
washing machines without a
water softening system. This is a
non-foaming product and is suitable
for use in steam-heated washing
machines and continuous batch

Büfa’s ‘Power by nature’
Ozerna Eco system available
from TCS
washers.
Büfa say: “To achieve EU
Ecolabel certification the products
go through thorough testing to
show not only the sustainability
and biodegradability of the raw
materials, but their effectiveness
even at low temperatures and low
dosages.
“All necessary documentation
is submitted as evidence of this.
In addition to this certification,
Büfa have voluntarily developed
the products to be completely free
of phosphorus and any chemical
element containing phosphorus
showing our commitment to
preventing accumulation in the
ecosystem.”
Other advantages to the Ozerna
Eco System include that palm oil is
produced from sustainable sources
and no rainforests have been
affected to produce the products.
Büfa also use recyclable materials
in their products and help to reduce
the amount of plastics and waste
produced – meeting the strict
requirements that certification
places on the ratio of packaging
used to washing dosage provided.
In conclusion: “TCS is the
sole distributor in the UK for this
exciting new system,” said Bousie.

ECOLAB
In the hospitality sector we see
a strong demand for sustainable
solutions, says Heike Kropf, Ecolab’s
regional marketing manager.
“Often this is a part of business
tenders to fulfil environmental
commitments – starting from
sustainable chemicals, using
effective washing processes and
have a lower impact on water
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and energy consumption and
effluents to reduce the total carbon
footprint.”
Consider ing all these
demands, Ecolab has developed
a new platform for its hospitality
customers. The new MultiCare
PRO platform enables a laundry
to achieve the next level of
sustainability.

Ecolab has included a new
technology into its detergent
formulations, based on research
on specific, highly efficient and
sustainable surfactant chemistry.
It is effective on fat and pigment
stains starting from 60°C to
target hospitality linen needs and
is combined with a new concept
of emulsion formula. MultiCare
emulsion represents the ultimate
generation of a more sustainable
chemistry that adapts a wash
process set up to specific cleaning
needs of textiles.
In addition, it delivers a lower
impact on wastewater treatment,
thanks to reduced alkalinity due
to carefully selected surfactant
mix and new high-performing
complexing molecules. MultiCare
emulsion is a total phosphorous-free

formulation that delivers the highest
level of whiteness and cleanliness.
“This new 60°C solution
completes Ecolab’s hospitality
value offer beyond the previously
launched low-temperature solution
OxyGuard40”, say Kropf.
“According to the textiles
wa shed , bot h prog r a m mes
enable laundries to manage wash
conditions with high flexibility
in the process set up. Besides the
meaningful COD reduction impact,
they provide a more valuable
benefit in terms of sustainability.”
The main detergent form
MultiCare PRO solution has

Ecolab’s new
MultiCare
PRO platform
enables a
laundry to
achieve the
next level of
sustainability
obtained ecolabelling included in
Type I (ISO 14024) with specific
licence numbers released for the
detergent only. This certification
is recognised as one of the leading
European certified symbols of
environmental excellence. With
both hospitality solutions MultiCare
emulsion and OxyGuard40 Ecolab

meets the highest standards of
quality and sustainability with the
EU Ecolabel.
“As a result, they can help all
professional laundries to adopt
a ‘greener way of thinking’ and
meet the increasing sustainability
demands from the sector,” says
Kropf.

Sustainability: Greener Detergents

Whiter than white laundry with
Kreussler’s brand new bleach
activator Ottalin OptiBleach
Thomas Zeck, commercial
director of Kreussler Textile
Care, explains: “The new bleach
activator boosts ticks several
“green boxes” at once.
“Its high concentration and
efficiency help to save resources:
Even minimal amounts intensify
the bleaching activity of oxygen
bleaches so much that rewashing
is reduced to a minimum; thanks
to the possibility of washing at
low temperatures, energy costs
can be reduced even further. And
as no dichlorination is necessary,
additional costs for water treatment
are saved as well.
“On top of that, the environment
and the people working in the
laundry profit from it as bleaching
with chlorine leads to the building
of noxious substances that are
difficult to degrade and harmful
to the environment and health.
“The prolonged lifetime of the
textiles is another sustainability
factor, as not only does chlorine
damage textile fibres pretty
well by itself, but the necessary
anti-chlorination offers two

additional potential disasters: if
not enough active oxygen is used
to neutralise the chlorine, residues
of chlorine bleach remain in the
fabric, leading to extreme textile

CHRISTEYNS

damage to the laundry and the
flatwork ironers wrapping during
drying.
“If, on the other hand, too
much active oxygen is used,

CLEAN SUPPLY
London-based Clean Supply offers nationwide
coverage as a leading supplier of Kreussler’s laundry
products as well as their drycleaning chemicals.
They can be called on to supply Kreussler’s
full range for every user from a small on-premise
laundry to a large commercial facility. Their
products offer the highest possible concentration of
active ingredients and low consumption quantities.
Among more than 20 Kreussler products Clean
Supply offer are ranges with products targeted
for specific purposes from care homes to fire
service uniforms.
For instance, the Derval detergent range
includes Derval Energy, a highly concentrated

wash power booster for removing oil and grease
stains from textiles. It is effective at washing
temperatures of 40-60°C.
Hydrob Easydry is a water and oil proofing
agent for waterproofing and stain protective
finishing of textiles, effective at a low drying
temperature.
The Trebon Plus Detergent is a super
concentrated heavy duty product for white
textiles for application in hard and soft water at
30-60-90°C. It’s phosphate free and NAT free.
There are many more, so talk to Clean Supply
for advice on the right products for your business
needs.

protein stains in the pre-wash can
irreversibly ‘burn in’ due to active
oxygen residues when the water is
recovered and used again. And,
of course longer-lasting textiles
and machinery mean higher cost
efficiency, spelling good hard cash
for their owners.
“Adding the savings for
water treatment and due to lower
temperatures, the new Ottalin
OptiBleach is a great choice for
any laundry that wants to make
their bleaching process more
sustainable.”
A family business established
in 1912 and currently managed by
the fourth generation, Kreussler
has environmentally friendly and
future-oriented innovation at its
heart. The highest quality and
responsibility for the conservation
of resources are integral parts of
their corporate philosophy.

AGS LTD
As a company AGS promotes utility
cost savings regarding laundry
machinery as well as offering
detergents that are as green as
we can get them. However, that
said greener solutions do not come
with a cheap price tag.
Director Mary Simons said: “If
you want to live your life as green
as possible inevitably it is going
to be more expensive. However at
least you can reward yourself with
the fact that you are doing your bit
for society and humanity.
“Many companies at this
moment in time are struggling
and will constantly opt for the
cheaper option and to be quite
honest, who can blame them if
their current detergents work for
them. At some stage though we
must all look forward in an attempt
to save the planet; little by little,
bit by bit.
“It would appear that everyone
wants what is best for the
environment – but wanting and
doing something about it are two
The vast majority of AGS
customers use their green
detergents as a selling tool

AGS’s greener wetcleaning pre-spotters
different things! Also, if you add
into the equation the word “change”
many people would rather stick to
their current detergent; better the
devil you know! In many ways
you must re-educate yourself and
then re-educate your customers.”
Says Simons: “The vast
majority of our customers use our
green detergents as a ‘selling tool’.
“Producing green detergents is
one thing. However to maintain the
‘green’ label you actually need to
ensure that the detergents can be
activated in lower temperatures
and this is where AGS detergents
become invaluable as they work
very well in cold water and even
temperatures of 30 degrees see
articles clean and gleaming added
to this money saved on water
heating it is a win, win situation
especially as the speed of a wash
programme will be far quicker
allowing more laundry to be
processed daily!

“Our detergents are all
concentrated so last longer.
They’re not the cheapest but
offer excellent cleaning power,
and they’re as green as we can
get it with a variety of fantastic
perfumes. Our range contains not
only laundry detergents, fabric
conditioners, emulsifier etc., but
wetcleaning detergents and a
pre-spotter range.”
However, says Simons, the
best people to listen to are their
customers.
Chelsea Green Valet, London,
proprietor Billie Tossoun said: “We
have worked with AGS for many
years now, our policy is to continue
to be greener.
“Our entire laundry production
is processed with the AGS green
range of detergents, all plant based
for many good reasons. We achieve
excellent results with all types of
stain removal at low temperatures,
it’s kind on delicate fabrics

restoring softness and freshness.
In our experience it’s the best range
on the market for busy laundries!”
Mevlit Tahir, proprietor of
E1 Dry Cleaners, London, said:
“Having been in the industry for
about 35 years, here at E1 Dry
Cleaners we have been using AGS
detergents for approximately nine
years now and can honestly say
they have been the best cleaning
agents we have used.
“The combination of great
cleaning at low temperatures with
a subtle and pleasant fragrance
gives great all round results.”
At Dunmow Ironing Parlour in
Essex, proprietor Janette Adams
says: “AGS Green detergents
are the best - they remove stains
at low temperatures, the fresh
smell of the detergents is great
and not at all overpowering - the
freshness can be smelt for many
days. Clean fresh washing every
time. Thanks, AGS.”

At Christeyns sustainability is
a mindset, says Justin Kerslake,
operations director.
“As a company, we aim to
use our reach, infrastructure
and expertise to support laundry
businesses and those working in
the industry in their transition to
a greener, healthier future.”
Says Kerslake: “We are
constantly looking for ways to
reduce our ecological footprint
and help our customers do the same.
“Part of this is making sure our
products are as environmentally
friendly as possible. Raw materials
are purchased from carefully
selected suppliers and with new
products, sustainability is a key
requirement in the selection of the
ingredients. Existing formulations
are evaluated regularly and where
possible, harmful raw materials are
replaced by greener alternatives.”
Ch r istey ns’ Pu reSan, an
efficient wash concept for flat linen,
is certified EU Ecolabel, offering
a flexible and sustainable wash
solution. It is aimed at improving
the wash quality for hospitality
linen in commercial laundries but
can be adapted for use in healthcare
laundries.
It ensures a consistent level
of cleanliness, along with a fresh
smell, by combining an innovative
detergent with selected surfactants,
a high performing PAA-based
bleaching agent, a pleasant perfume
and an optimised wash process.
PureSan is highly concentrated,
so a smaller quantity is required for
each wash, and it can be adapted to
combat all types of soiling due to its
flexibility in terms of temperature
and pH. The mild alkaline
conditions in the prewash and
limited pH reduction in the main
wash allow for a lower quantity of
alkaline, whilst specially selected
surfactants mean less re-deposition.
Reduced detergent usage means
less chemical in the waste water and
fewer deliveries. When combined
with an integrated Lint-X water
recuperation system and Heat-X

heat exchanger, PureSan can
guarantee reduced water and energy
consumption.
In a case st udy car r ied
out in Belgium and compared
against a classic wash process
for hospitality towels and linens,
water consumption was reduced to
2.5l/kg using the PureSan process.
This equates to a saving of €5,000
per year. Textile damage was also
significantly reduced from 10-12
per cent to 6-8 per cent.
In a case study carried out in
France on towels and sheets used
in the healthcare industry, using the
PureSan Process, in comparison
to a classic wash process, results
showed a reduction from 11l/kg of
water to 6l/kg, which represents an
annual saving of €40,000. Energy
was reduced to 0.9 kWh/kg which
equates to a saving of around
€10,000 per year.
The PureSan wash process is
based on the signature Christeyns
water flow, now widely adopted
in the laundry industry. PureSan
only requires 1.5-2.5 litres of fresh
water per kg linen, inserted in the
rinse zone. The recommended main
wash temperature is 60°C, but both
temperature and pH can be easily
adjusted. The Lint-X filtration
system recycles the process water.
When using the efficient integrated
Heat-X heat exchanger, rinsing can
be done with warm water (max.
50°C in the press) and the waste
water going to the drain has a
temperature below 30°C.
Said Kerslake: “In recent years,
we have developed a series of
phosphate, perborate and NTA-free
products and as with PureSan,
several of our products are backed
by environmental certifications
such as the EU Ecolabel.
“Eco-friendly innovations
such as our ‘one wash one rinse’
or ‘lower temperature’ concepts for
laundries have a direct impact on
our customers’ ecological footprint
as well as on their bottom line.
Process optimisation to reduce
water and energy consumption,
along with accurate dosing
equipment to avoid excessive use of
detergents all add to the sustainable
solution. It’s a working together
of both chemicals and hi-tech
engineering that provide the future
in sustainable laundry.”

Christeyns’ PureSan, an efficient wash concept
for flat linen, is certified EU Ecolabel

Have an AGS Autumn!
Let us take care of your every
need; laundry equipment, water
heaters, detergents, dosing
systems, water softeners.
AGS your One Stop Shop!
See our ad on page 26
LCT | October 2021
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In Focus
About Ken Cupitt…
Ken Cupitt FGCL has been in the industry for over
50 years having started as a trainee manager with
a local laundry.
In his career he has been NW regional chairman
of the ABLC, a forerunner of the now TSA. He is
chairman of the Guild’s Council as well as chairman
of the Guild’s Examination Board and in the past has
been a regular attender at regional meetings of the
Chartered Institute of Management.

Ken is proud to be associated with the Guild’s
support for the training of prison inmates in laundry
skills and qualifications - “Many of prisoners have
never completed their school education so formal
training and assessment for a qualification really
raises their self-esteem.”
Ken is a Freeman of the City of London and
currently Master of the Worshipful Company of
Launderers.

On his industry career …
During the training years I went to
technical college in Salford, now a
university, where they ran courses
on drycleaning technology, and
Hollins College, now the campus
of Manchester Metropolitan
University, where they taught
laundry technology.
Following these qualifications
I did a course in Management at
Salford for the Institute of Works
Managers (IWM) certificate.

The IWM later merged with IBM
(Institution of British Managers) to
form The Chartered Management
Institute. This certificate was a
compulsory part of gaining a
diploma in technology from the
Guild.
Practical t raining was a
hands-on experience of every
department, and progression was
not viable until a high standard
was achieved at each workstation.

I was over 25 when formal
training ended, although learning
has continued for all my life.
I have been MD of two different
businesses, one a division of a plc,
during my career and, at the age
of 50, started my own business
building it from scratch which 17
years later I sold to another business
in our sector.

On industry developments …
I have already experienced many
changes and improvements, but
the biggest have come from the
textiles and engineering sector,
and this applies to both laundry
and drycleaning.
Sadly, we in the UK have only
a tiny involvement in engineering/
making equipment, and even the
electronic components required
mainly come from foreign suppliers,
and even in textiles the UK is now
only a very minor manufacturer.
Increases in production also
came from tunnel washers,
continuous batch washers. Although
I cannot claim to have done any
pioneer work on this technology, I
have been able to take advantage of
the huge benefit to production and
consequent savings on water and
energy, plus providing a consistent
quality standard.
The industry operations side
has made tremendous strides over
its history, although in recent years
the laundry sector is dominated by
huge suppliers with HQs in other
countries. Is this good for the
industry? Only time will be able
to judge because we make more
development strides by cooperation,
and this sharing philosophy has
been of great benefit up to now. We
hope that this spirit will continue
with owners in far off lands.
Major changes that we have
experienced in the f ield of
cooperation have come from
the loss of the research and
development facilities, once
provided by the FCRA and before
that the BLRA and DCRO. We have
also lost the integrated industry
skill and education facilities
provided by regional education
authorities, which included Derby
College and before that Salford
Technical College, Hollins College
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in Manchester, and Hendon College
in London.
The TSA do a magnificent job
for their members in educating and
support. The pandemic highlighted
a weakness in the industry that’s
relevant to us all. Government
departments do not seem to
understand the huge benefits
that come from our industry in
providing hygiene services. This
resulted in a missed opportunity
when we could have helped the
nation with providing clean PPE,
had the government not taken the
route of buying single use items.
This lack of understanding
continued with the poor financial
Ken Master of the
Worshipful Company of
Launderers , driving sheep
across London bridge

support for our type of business
when lockdowns became necessary,
and the payments were unfairly
distributed to our sector. Post Covid
we should all do our best to make
government departments aware of
the benefits of our services to the
community.
Another field of cooperation
lost in the drycleaning sector is
the pulling out of the UKFT from
the role of employer association
for this sector, and from the
customer arbitration service that
they provided. This really is an own
goal for this sector because of the
lack of support for the organisation
from sufficient members.

On sustainability …
We stand way above many other
industries because we are at the
pinnacle of sustainability in that
we make fabrics and fibres last
longer, increasing their usefulness.
We do, however, have some issues
with our waste and residues which
can become contaminants. Waterbased processing is no better than
drycleaning with this because
waste water becomes someone
else’s issue. Drycleaners need to
be mindful of maintenance and
waste disposal good practices.

Ken hosting a delegation from the Chinese
Laundry Association

On industry challenges …
The biggest I have ever seen
has still not completed its cycle
and that is the Covid pandemic.
Some of us in the industry had
a premonition that something
serious would affect our business
and the way we process items. 18
months before Covid, the Guild
and the Worshipful Company
jointly commissioned research
by Northumbria University into
low temperature processing. Covid
was not even on the horizon at this
stage, but it was surprising that
their research proved the survival
rates for contaminants on various
fabrics and that low temperatures
did not eradicate them without
chemical additions.
A major challenge is one
that we still have to face. The
UK will be committed to the
COP26 protocol to be discussed
in Glasgow in November this year,
and to learn more I attended a
lect ure on reducing global
warming down to 1.5ºC. I was
overwhelmed by the challenges
facing our society and in particular

the implications for our industry.
Is it possible to achieve much
of the needed emission reductions
by deploying vast quantities of
already commercial technologies,
such as wind and solar in the
power sector, electric vehicles in
transportation, and heat pumps
in buildings?
The International Energy
Agency (IEA) said it is possible
to achieve net-zero emissions
by 2050 and limit warming to
1.5º C, but it will require a
wholesale makeover of the world’s
energy system - starting today.
I learned that dramatic action
is required in the next decade
to have any hope of achieving
a net-zero goal by 2050. Where
electric vehicles now account for
five per cent of global automobile
sales, they will need to represent
60 per cent of new automobile
purchases by 2030. Annual
renewable installations, which
hit a record 280 gigawatts last
year, will need to exceed 1,000
GW. And energy efficiency

improvements will need to grow
by four per cent annually, roughly
three times their current rate and
those developments will need
to be complemented by massive
investments in technologies such
as carbon capture, hydrogen
electrolysers and bioenergy.
Looking forward, how are
we going to generate all of this
zero-carbon electricity to run
vehicles, heat homes, heat laundry
steam boilers. A laundry needs
heat to make sure washed linen is
hygienically safe - do we replace
it with chemical methods, if so,
what are the implications on
the ecosystem of discharging
these chemicals and if this is
future technology will this have
implications on textile use life?
There’s still so much for us to
think about. Post COP26, and the
Glasgow summit, life, it would
appear, is going to be totally
different in the future as we adapt
to the necessary changes.

News

BBC article highlights issues affecting
hospitality and the laundry industry
A recent BBC News article
highlighted an issue affecting
both the laundry industry and the
wider hospitality industry, citing
Lilliput Services in Belfast as one
of the ‘unsung companies without
which the UK’s hotel industry
could not exist’.
The article launched with the
reminding message that the fresh
bed linen that people are used
to seeing in a hotel room is not
owned by the hotels themselves,
but, as we know, by laundry firms
like Lilliput.
They collect it when it’s dirty
and bring it back nice and clean,
said the article with Lilliput’s boss
David Griffiths saying: “A hotel
without linen is not a hotel.”
The BBC shared the well
known industry fact that ‘Covid,
Brexit and other factors have
combined to make life extremely
difficult for laundry companies
- and that is having a knock-on
ef fect for accom mod at ion
providers everywhere,’ and that
‘sources in the hotel industry
have reported difficulties in
getting rooms ready for guests
because they don’t have enough
bedclothes.’
Kate Nicholls, head of UK
Hospitality, also spoke to the
BBC saying that the problems
are “across the sector” explaining
that this was down to the national
shortage of lorry drivers – a
familiar and well reported story
to us all now, that just a glance
at our supermarket shelves can
confirm.
“We have ha d gener al
managers taking laundry home in
order to get towels turned around
because the commercial laundry
providers haven’t been able to
guarantee the delivery,” she told
the BBC.
The article also highlighted
another issue that we’re well aware
of that’s also causing an impact
on supply where weather-related
disasters and India’s Covid crisis
have caused a global shortage of
cotton. “I’ve been in this game
40 years and I’ve never, never not
been able to buy a pillowcase,”
Griffiths told the BBC.
In recent weeks, Lilliput was
working 24 hours a day, five days
a week in an effort to clear the
backlog of deliveries. That has
meant paying staff extra to work
the unsocial hours.
“About 80 per cent of our
staff were Eastern European and
a lot of them went home during
furlough,” he said, adding that
Brexit has also made it difficult
to get materials into Northern
Ireland from elsewhere in the UK.
The BBC also talked to
Blackpool Laundry who provide
linen to hotels, NHS hospitals and
ferry services with clients all over
north-western England.
Mark Oldroyd who r uns
Blackpool Laundry is now found
working in the laundry itself to
help mitigate the shortage of
workers.
“We’re struggling to get staff.
It’s getting quite bad,” he told the
BBC.
David Stevens of the Textile
Services Association contributed
to the article, saying the laundry
industry is facing “massive
recruitment issues”. There are
currently 4,000 vacancies out
of a workforce of 24,000, they
highlighted.
“The industry was overlooked
during the pandemic - it wasn’t

hospitality, it wasn’t retail and it
wasn’t leisure,” he told the BBC.
“Firms had a tough time and
had to make a lot of commercial
decisions. It’s very difficult to

kickstart the industry in just three
weeks.”
Griffiths also told the BBC a
key point that many others have
highlighted in articles in recent

months in Laundry & Cleaning
Today – “Whatever happens,
change is coming to the industry.
“We have to pay more money
and we have to charge more for

our services. It’s the only way
forward.”
David Griffiths, Lilliput Services
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Announcing your finalists
Thursday 4 November 2021 Mercedes-Benz World, Surrey

LADAs 2021: Recognising individuals
and companies for dedication
within the textile care industry

DON’T MISS OUT
Book your place now

To be part of the evening you can
book a place for £85 + vat, or get
colleagues, customers, suppliers
or your team together and book a
table for 10 at £800 + vat. To book
your place, simply contact MEG
Events. You’ll find all the details
at the bottom of the page.

Here they are – the shortlist of
individuals and businesses that
your industry has recognised as
the exceptional talent and ones to
watch. Our congratulations to all
the finalists.
In just a month’s time we
find out who our winners are in
a glittering black tie event at the
stunning Mercedes-Benz World
in Surrey on the evening of
Thursday 4 November 2021. It’s
a very welcome opportunity for the
industry to finally get together in
person again to celebrate the stars
of the industry.
The whole evening is a

wonderful occasion from start to
finish – the champagne reception
amongst the cars, a sumptuous
three-course dinner and fantastic
entertainment throughout the
night, including the return of
Alison David who is back by
popular demand with her talented
vocals.
The highlight of the night is of
course the award ceremony itself,
as the winners of each category are
announced and take to the stage to
collect their award.
Now that our finalists are
announced the spaces fill up
quickly, so please book now to

Book discounted rooms
at our preferred hotel

Our preferred hotel is the luxury
Brooklands Hotel. It’s just minutes’
walk from Mercedes-Benz World
so it provides the perfect overnight
finish to the LADAs event.
We’ve secured discounted rates
for the LADAs of £189 + VAT per
night for a double room (single
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occupancy). Double occupancy
additional £12 + vat including
breakfast. There is already a high
number of bookings so if you’re
interested then our advice is to
book soon. NB: Bookings at the
rate above can ONLY be made via
MEG Events.

avoid disappointment. And as this
is one of the first opportunities
to get together after a difficult 18
months we are expecting this year’s
LADA event to be very popular.

Industry
golfers –
register
your
interest!
Now an established part of
the LADAs programme, the
annual industry golf day runs
on the day of the LADAs –
Thursday 4 November 2021
- at the nearby Silvermere
par-71 course which winds
through dense woodland,
open parkland and finishes
with a couple of tricky
shots across the stunning
Silvermere Lake. Prizes
will be awarded for various
challenges.
If you want to register
interest or book your place
in this friendly industry
competition (you don’t have
to be seasoned golfer), just
contact MEG Events on the
details at the bottom of the
page.
Cost: £55 + vat per
person.

YOUR FINALISTS
Acorns of Lancashire
American Dry Cleaning
Company
Balghailam Bubble Works
Laundry LLC
Barkers
Blue Dragon Dry Cleaners Ltd
CanDo Laundry Services
CFB Boilers Ltd
Chelsea Green Valet
Christeyns UK
City Relay
City Relay Solutions
Clean Image Dry Cleaners
CleanCloud Limited
Crown Tailoring & Dry
Cleaning
Debbie Brown, Industrial
Laundry Equipment
Debbie Jones
Ecosan Services Ltd
Edka Laundry
Elena (Lilly) Mocanasu,
Melbury Dry Cleaners Limited
Elite Drycleaners
Farrells Professional Wet
Cleaners
Fulton Ltd

Industrial Laundry
Equipment Ltd
Inwatec
John Newman, Newman’s
Dry Cleaners
Kaboodle Laundry
Services Ltd
Kashif Sheikh, Elite
Drycleaners
Kannegiesser UK Ltd
Kreussler Textile Care
Laundry Efficiency
Laundryheap
Lovely Laundry Ltd
Luxury Dry Cleaners
MAG Laundry Equipment Ltd
Martin Richards,
Hospitality Linen Services
Martin Wood
Midland Linen Services Ltd
Nayax
Newman’s Dry Cleaners
NTG Training
Nu-Clean Dry Cleaners
Paul Woodhead
Professional Dosing
Solutions Ltd
Peters’ Cleaners Ltd

phs Besafe
Platinum Laundry
Services Limited
Rachel Bower,
Super Laundry Limited
Radu Berianu, American Dry
Cleaning Company
Regenex
Rhys Roberts,
CanDo Laundry Services
Sasha Corell, Home and Dry
(Sussex) Limited
Sophie Macaulay, phs Besafe
Southern Contracts
SPOT Business Systems
EMEA Ltd
Spot On Drycleaners &
Laundry
Squeeky Linen and
Laundry Service Ltd
Super Laundry Limited
Susan Gordon
Thomsons Laundry
WASHCO Ltd

‘Raffle prizes for the evening, needed to support our chosen charity
Pancreatic Cancer UK. Please contact Tina - info@laundryandcleaningtoday.co.uk
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A word from our sponsors …

Christeyns UK

Our Headline Sponsor

Linen Connect
Linenconnect.com
Like you, we are excited to get together for the
LADAs 2021. This is an industry built on human
connection and it has been a long time since we’ve
all been able to get together and share stories,
and maybe even a few drinks. Alongside the
convening of friends and colleagues, the LADAs
are about celebrating excellence, and ours is an
industry which has had to excel to keep the country
going through the pandemic. We’ve kept doctors,
paramedics, nurses and all our frontline staff in
uniform, we’ve kept hospitals and care homes
running with the right sheets and textiles, we’ve
supplied PPE, we’ve been part of the supply chain
that helped our country keep going and enabled
it to carry on. And we’re proud of that. It is that
pride that will shine through at the LADAs as
we celebrate the best of the industry, and the
achievements we’ve all made together.
For our part, we’ve been proud to have stayed
operational throughout the pandemic keeping
our customers stocked and helping them to
keep moving. We’ve made investments in the
technology and processes to make our business
as resilient as possible, to ensure that as and when
the next crisis hits, we’re even more prepared

to service you. We’ve invested in building our
international presence, with offices in Ireland.
We’ve acquired manufacturing capabilities right
here in Manchester, and have developed strong
eCommerce capabilities, allowing customers to
make purchases whenever suits them in todays’
time-pressed world. Whether it’s a pandemic, a
ship trapped in the Suez Canal or international
logistics challenges, our job is to make sure you
have the right product on time, every time - that’s
our job, and we do it well, so you can get on
with yours.

Christeyns.com
Christeyns UK is a leading supplier
in the hygiene world, providing
chemicals, engineering equipment
and expertise in all the markets it
operates in and is a key player in
the commercial laundry sector.
A long term supplier to the
UK laundry industry, Christeyns
has had considerable influence
on the growth of the sector. In
particular, the firm has developed
and int roduced in novative
chemistry and operating systems
that have brought positive results
in terms of the sustainable and
environmental impacts of the
many businesses it supplies, whilst
offering opportunities to reduce
operating costs.
Passionate about all it does

and progressive in its thinking,
process improvement activities,
employee development and
continued innovation, keep the
company ahead of the game.
We are proud to sponsor
the Green Impact Award and
encourage all companies in our
industry to take on sustainability
as an ongoing challenge for
change. Change that will have
long term implications on the
quality of the environment
around us and on the future of
our industry in general.
The Green Impact Award
acknowledges those companies
who are leading the way by
example.
Justin Kerslake, operations

director at Christeyns UK says:
“Christeyns has long been
associated with the LADAs and
appreciates the role they play in
our industry. The awards highlight
the achievements on many levels
of all those involved and support
the innovation that is essential for
the future growth of our sector
as it moves towards a more
sustainable future.”
Christeyns aims to achieve
minimal environmental impact
across the whole of our business,
recognising that this is not just the
latest trend, but an inherent way of
thinking, operating and planning.
We offer tailor-made solutions for
all types of laundry businesses
whatever the size or budget.

Electrolux Professional
www.electroluxprofessional.com/gb/
The past 18 months have
undoubtedly been some of the
most challenging the professional
textile industry has faced. From
grappling with forced closures on
the high street, to vigilant infection
prevention in the laundry rooms of
healthcare facilities, everyone in
the sector has had to face their own
individual challenges. However,
after a two-year hiatus, we are
beyond delighted to able to once
again congregate in person at the
2021 LADAs, and celebrate what
truly makes our industry unique:
the people.
While we may all take a
moment to reflect on the resilience
and ingenuity which has allowed
the industry to overcome these
challenges, we must also look

to the future. The LADAs
always provide the opportunity
to see how manufacturers have
responded to the macro issues
facing the sector, and it is no
surprise to see sustainability front
and centre this year.
From an R&D perspective,
sustainability has always been
a cornerstone of the Electrolux
Professional ethos; both in the
physical production of a machine,
and throughout its operational
life.
Electrolux Professional’s latest
commercial laundry offerings,
the Line 6000 commercial

washer and heat pump dryer,
have been designed to maximise
sustainability while keeping utility
and running costs to a minimum.
Likewise, our lagoon® Advanced
Care wetcleaning system offers
an environmentally-friendly,
solvent-f ree alter native to
drycleaning that uses no toxic
chemicals.
U lt i mately, su st ai nable
solutions should be at the forefront
for each and every stakeholder
across the professional textile
care industry. Not only is it
increasingly becoming a key
priority for consumers, but we
owe it to the generation to leave
the industry in a greener, safer
and more sustainable way that
we first encountered it.”

Laundry Engineering
Services Ltd

ILE

www.laundryppm.co.uk

www.ile.ltd
With the last two years bringing
unprecedented changes to the
world as a whole, it is unsurprising
that the laundry sector has also
seen a lot of challenges and
noticeable changes.
One of the marked changes is
the standing of Industrial Laundry
Equipment Ltd in the market, as
we have become very well known
and established even during these
challenging times.
During the pandemic, we
have worked very closely with
our factories and taken the
opportunity to further develop

This event is now in its seventh year and we’d never have achieved this without the
support from our sponsors. Events like this rely on their involvement.

our equipment quality, efficiency,
functionality and product range.
We have equipment to suit
all requirements from small
opl washers and dryers to 16
stage, 75kg tunnel washers and
high production ironing lines.
All equipment is ILE branded
and has been designed to our
specifications and the highest
standards.
We are on a mission to help
laundries become more efficient
and competitive. Small and
medium sized laundries are able to
grow and compete with the bigger

rivals as a result of our assistance
and we are very proud of a number
of customers who we have worked
with and have achieved growth to
more than three times of where
they were before the pandemic.
The LADAs bring back a
fantastic dose of normality and
stability where the hard work
and perseverance of our industry
is recognised and rewarded.
Industrial Laundry Equipment Ltd
are proud to be Platinum sponsors
of this event and would like to
wish everyone nominated for an
award, the best of luck.

Laundry Engineering Services
Ltd are delighted and proud of
our continuing support of the
LADAs. We believe that the
recognition of key individuals
and companies within the industry
is fundamental to the ongoing
strength and sustainability of our
industry.
We value our involvement with
the LADAs particularly highly and
look forward to them every year.
We would like to wish everyone
who has been nominated in 2021
our best wishes and good luck!
Over the past eighteen months,
Laundry Engineering Services
has taken the opportunity to be
bold and progressive in making
significant investment in our

facilities, team, and our long-term
objectives. This has included
a move to larger premises in
Lancashire and the employment
of additional field and base
engineers who bring with them
their experience and expertise.
We have also created an in-house
support infrastructure providing
a multi-functional engineering
wo r k s h o p a n d i n c r e a s e d
availability of off-the-shelf spares.
This investment affords LES
the ability to offer an in-house
one stop solution for all their
customers’ needs. Facilities now
include dedicated work bays, a
fully operational fabrication and
welding area, dedicated finishing
bays and test bays. This is further

complimented by a comprehensive
range of off the shelf spares,
supported by a specialist sourcing
service.
Our commitment is in offering
a 24/7 service and are focused on
being able to respond in a timely
manner providing competent
engineers who are geographically
dispersed throughout the UK from
Scotland to the home counties.
Since moving we have further
invested in expanding our
in-house capabilities particularly
regarding an industrial-standard
shotblasting and finishing facility.
We offer a complete refurbishing
and refinishing service which has
been in high demand in the early
months of this year.

info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk | Tel: 0118 901 4471
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A word from our sponsors …

Fox Energy

NLG

Fox Energy offers a unique,
complete energy contracts
management solution; a company
which uses cutting edge software,
industry knowledge and top market
analysts with over 20 years’
experience, to deliver businesses
with the most competitive rates
on the UK energy market.
Fox Energy are proud to be
sponsoring the LADAs for the
fifth consecutive year. As the
TSA’s Energy Alliance Partner,
we understand the importance that
this industry has within the UK
and understand the necessity to
control costs in a turbulent market.
Fox Energy delivers real
factual evidence and advice as
to when is the optimum time

The NLG members are proud
to support the LADAs for the
second year running. We feel it’s
more important today to reward
the efforts of the businesses and
people that have been resilient over
the last year and a half. It is also
worth mentioning live functions
for business leaders to network in
real life scenarios is a vital part
of communication.
We look forward to the event
on 4th November, and we would
like to wish all the shortlisted

www.foxenergy.co.uk

to go to market to procure and
secure future renewals. With
Brexit rapidly approaching this
insight will be invaluable to your
business.
“We look forward to seeing
you at the LADAs 2021.” Joe
Adams, Fox Energy

www.nationallaundry.co.uk
finalists the very best of luck.

• Ability to share experiences and
information freely
• Assist and help fellow members

build successful businesses
• Opportunities to visit member
laundries
• National supplier pricing
• Share and adopt where
appropriate best practice
• Suppor t fellow members
through difficult times, such a
breakdowns
• Take part in trials of new
equipment
• Participate in organised meeting
both with the NLG and the TSA
• Environmental standards

• Suppor t the TSA in its
e n d e avo u r s t o p r o m o t e
the industry externally to
government and the hospitality
industry by sharing information
as requested
• Ensure that all statutor y
requirements such as insurance,
health and safety are in place
• Build a reputation as being
proactive in developing systems,
which, improve profitability for
all members and drive value for
our customers.

ThermoTex, Barbanti and Stahl
to address these issues and
several innovations are either now
available or shortly launching.
Ta ck l i ng wa st e pap e r,
ThermoTex have added a whole
new range of advance RFID
transponders (chips) to suit
garment application in addition
to the ones for flatwork. These
permanent tags, compliment
the now established permanent
barcode heat seal labels in getting

rid of one time use washable paper
tags.
Barbanti have added heat
recovery to their mid-range
finishing equipment to bring
lower energy consumption to a
broader range of customers.
Stahl has made heat recovery
a nd a dd it ional i nsu lat ion
standard in their excellent “T”
series range of tumble dryers.
The Atoll 220 washer-extractor
has been fine tuned for perfect

wetcleaning results with all
chemical suppliers. This “take
all and process all” washer can
wash everything from the most
delicate of wetcleanable wedding
dresses/suits/curtains, to shirts,
towelling, dust control mats and
even horse rugs allowing cleaners
to increase their cleaning offering
to an existing customer base.

impacted and found their own
solution to deal with it. It has
often been said: We are living
history. To keep traditions is very
important especially in these
turbulent times and during our
way to the “new normal”.
During the time of Covid,
Ecolab has developed many new
innovations and prepared their
market introduction. To protect

people was the highest priority
and therefore Protex360° was
launched as Multi-Level Laundry
Protection Programme that helps
commercial laundries and textile
rental companies to re-open
operations safely and achieve
360° protection.
Protex360° stands on five
solid pillars: textile washing
solutions, hygiene plans to

protect people, linen and facilities,
bio-contamination cont rol,
technical support, and training.
This approach helps ensure the
successful protection of textiles
and safe, efficient re-opening and
management of the laundry.
After the re-start of our social
life, we look forward to meeting
you in person and celebrating the
LADAs night together LIVE.

director commented, “We’d
like to take this opportunity to
recognise the industry as a whole.
With this past year different from
any other, it was up to these
individuals, who were very much
overlooked by the government in
their time of need, to enable the
reopening of hospitality. Without
the laundries, the hospitality

industry can just not operate. The
LADAs give us an opportunity
to celebrate the industry, as well
as the individuals whose efforts
go above and beyond, each and
every day. Vision is proud to be
sponsoring the LADAs 2021.”

Alastair McCrae
Chief Executive
The National Laundry Group
comprises of 28 laundries across
the country. Being a member
provides some of the below
benefits:

Tex ID
Texid.co.uk

Tonrose

www.tonrose.com
Tonrose are proud to sponsor
this year’s LADA Awards. The
last eighteen months have been
especially challenging for all
concerned within the hospitality
sector and those who supply the
industry alike. It is great to have
the opportunity to again celebrate
the successes of our fellow laundry
professionals and we are looking
forward to being able to see
everyone again in a social setting.
Demand has seen shortages
of staff within the hospitality
sector affecting laundries, hotels,
and restaurants. This has seen
the demand for linen increase
exponentially and we are working
hard with our supply partners to
bring new stock in within strict
deadlines and within budget,
wherever possible.

This event is now in its seventh year and we’d never have achieved this without the
support from our sponsors. Events like this rely on their involvement.

Whilst we have carefully
navigated our way through
Covid and normality is starting
to slowly emerge for us all, we
now look forward to the future of
linen supplies and how this will
look and feel for us all. We are
looking to refocus in 2022 on our
continued work with our mills, to
produce a more sustainable and
ethically sourced product, that
will have a minimal impact on
the environment and the future
of global warming. We all need
to work towards creating more
ethical and sustainable products
and we have this as one of our top
goals for 2022.
We look forward to seeing
everyone at the LADAs and
celebrating the night, which is
long overdue.

After the nearly two years of
industry wide suffering, Tex ID
is delighted to be taking part as
a sponsor of the LADA event
which reinforces the positives. We
are offered the chance to rebuild
and adapt to the changing needs
of our customer base, need to
accelerate our green credentials
as well as figure out ways reverse
the general decline.
Tex ID have been busy with
our manufacturing partners

Ecolab
ecolab.com

The recognition of achievement,
outstanding ideas and engagement
is the best motivation for continued
future success. This is the reason
why Ecolab is proud to continue
to sponsor the LADAs as we have
for several years in support of this
great event for our industry.
It has been a long and
challenging journey since last
year, every one of us has been

Vision Linens
corp.visionlinens.com
Vision Linens is one of the world’s
leading textile companies, based
in the UK. They’re experts in
the sourcing and distribution of
textiles to key players within the
global hospitality, laundry, retail
and public sector markets.
Vision holds its responsibility
to support the UK laundry and
wider hospitality industry in the

highest regard and sponsoring
the LADAs sends out a strong
message of support. Over the
last few months, Vision has also
looked at many practical ways of
supporting its laundry partners.
This includes offering extended
credit terms to see customers
through the tough times we
are all experiencing. It has also

added over 4,000 days to its
payment schedules, allowing
cashflow cycles to restart in the
industry hit the hardest from the
effects of both the pandemic and
Brexit.
D u r i ng t he p a nd e m ic,
Vision banded together with its
competitors, sharing patterns and
samples of medical scrub suits.

This allowed its biggest rivals to
produce the right products when
the nation needed them the most.
Now that things are returning to a
new normal, Vision has realigned
and updated its product ranges
and streamlined its products to
fit the new world.
Fraser Donaldson, group
hospitality sales and marketing

info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk | Tel: 0118 901 4471
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Regenex saves uSnooz.com a
staggering 83.6 per cent on
its replacement linen costs
Regenex has completed one of
its most successful trials yet,
in partnership with short stay
accommodation provider uSnooz.
com.
The fast-growing network,
founded by Halifax entrepreneur
Glenn Ackroyd, delivered 73kg
of guest bedding, towels, and
tableware from properties all over
the UK for processing.
Despite heavy staining with
the likes of fake tan, make-up and
food, a total of 65kg was effectively
cleaned and returned to stock –
representing an impressive success
rate of 89 per cent on material which
would otherwise have been ragged
or sent to landfill.
The total cost of processing
65kg of linen with Regenex is £195
plus vat, just 16.4 per cent of the
price of ordering these items as
top-up stock, which would add up
to £1,188.40.
Paul Hamilton, technical
director at Regenex, said: “This
trial was great news for uSnooz.
com which saved them 83.6 per cent
on the cost of replacement items
by having them processed by us.
“The housekeeping team at
uSnooz.com inspected each item

and confirmed that 89 per cent was
returned to excellent condition.
“Previously our success rates
have ranged between 75 per cent
to 80 per cent but we are refining
our processes all the time and
this result is testament to our
commitment to continuing research
and development.”
Enlisting the help of Regenex
is helpi ng busi nesses li ke
uSnooz.com work towa rd s
ambitious environmental targets,

contributing positively to their
sustainability as a company as well
as their eco-conscious reputation
among customers.
Glenn Ackroyd said: “First
and foremost I’m delighted with
the saving to our business. Linen
represents a significant cost on
our bottom line. Beyond that, it’s
important that we can extend the
life of our linen rather than dispose
of it early.
“At uSnooz.com, we are

David Hayes retires

a compa ny w it h a st rong
environmental ethos and, for us,
corporate social responsibility is
more than a token pledge on our
website.
“We plant a tree for every
booking and every time a guest
stays for a night, we provide
shelter for a homeless family. Our
relationship with Regenex will
allow us to become even more
sustainable and continue to make
a difference.”

Glenn Ackroyd from uSnooz.com

After 20 years at the helm,
Brewer & Bunney’s MD David
Hayes retired in September.
The company shared the
news on social media with the
message to Hayes: “We all wish
you the very best for a long and
happy retirement from all your
friends and colleagues, Enjoy!”
Many industry colleagues
responded to the post to wish

Hayes well on his retirement
i nclud i ng seve r al f rom
Electrolux Professional where
Hayes had been MD prior to
joining Brewer & Bunney.
From the many comments
retirement will provide Hayes
with plenty of opportunity
to play golf! From all your
industry friends and colleagues
David, enjoy your retirement!

Thousands of Parts For Hundreds of Machines

When You Need a Part or Spares For a Machine Contract

Commercial Laundry Parts and Spares
Free delivery on Orders Over £150
Nationwide Delivery Available

01254 946312

www.commerciallaundryparts.co.uk sales@commerciallaundryparts.co.uk
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Conveyor Systems

Et poreptatqui archil imi, tem
voluptas eatem accum

Move along now

It’s one thing to take in
laundry and process it, but
it’s quite another to move it
around a laundry efficiently.
And this is where a good conveyor
system comes into its own.
Systems can cater for the smallest
of sites to the largest of plants. They
can not only move items around and
separate linen but also cope with
the twists and turns encountered in
awkwardly shaped buildings. There is
something for everyone.
Just as technology has advanced in
other areas of the laundry process, so
it has with conveyors. Adam Bernstein
takes a look at what is new

Metalprogetti can help laundries wanting to operate
unmanned pods

Metalprogetti UK

A

s J a s o n A l e x a n d e r,
M e t a l p r o g e t t i U K ’s
managing director, tells,
Nobu Hotel London Mayfair is
one of the capital’s newest
and most prestigious five-star
hotels. And it has recently
installed a Metalprogetti UK
uniform management system
“to optimise its efficiencies.”
Says Alexander, “the hotel
was essentially a new-build, a
completely refurbished, previously
four-star, hotel. The design team
highlighted the hotel’s ability to
optimise space, as well as control
uniform issue and inventory, via an
automated solution, which appeared
to be highly desirable.”
He says that after a long
consultation process, run by
himself, it was found that Nobu
required a solution that offered
a number of key elements – the
storing and managing of staff
uniforms; tracking to ensure
uniforms were returned after each
shift; fast delivery of garments to
prevent shift change bottlenecks;
keeping track on the wear and tear

The Nobu Hotel in London
uses Metalprogetti to
control access to garments

of garments; and the production of
manifests to the external garment
cleaning company to ensure stock
delivery and return, as well as
pricing and invoice checking.
On top of the that, the system
had to maximise storage space in
the hotel and, understandably, be
simple to operate.
A lexa nder says t hat he
“identified the Metalprogetti
B2K Smart Locker as the most
appropriate solution. It’s incredibly
simple to operate, fast and easy
to load and offload garments. It
uses fingerprint recognition to sign
in - staff tap the required garments
from the on-screen options and
the garments are delivered to the
collection gate on the conveyor.”
He says that this form of staff
identification enhances security,
eliminating the possibility of
employees switching cards or ID.
And to speed up collections,
which is especially important at
shift changeovers, the system
Alexander specified had two
collection gates for multiple staff
members to retrieve their uniforms
simultaneously. “Crucially,” he
adds, “the system keeps track of
all garments being clocked in and
out, helping to manage stock control
and knowing who has exactly what
garments. The real-time reporting
facility allows management to have
complete control of stock levels,
issued garments and active users.”
Ultimately Alexander says
that “Nobu opted for a highly
sophisticated, state-of-the-art
uniform management system, and
they’re delighted.” In bare bones,
the hotel wanted a system that was

Kannegiesser UK Ltd

A

s Ellie Stowe, marketing and
communications supervisor
for Kannegiesser UK Ltd,
says, “if laundry could talk, it
would tell you where it needed to
be. But because it cannot, we rely
on technology to do this for us.”
From experience, Stowe knows
that in an industry that demands
precision and accuracy to keep
the workflow moving, everyone
“needs to be flexible and adaptive
in order to fulfil customers’
specific needs.” In her mind,
the Supertrack Monorail system
from Kannegiesser “gets the right
product in the right place at the
right time.” And it does so by using
“advanced designs in belt conveyors

and sorting stations,” which means
that the entire workflow can be
automated.
In her view, whether a laundry
chooses a full logistics monorail
system or a Miniloop, “our
innovative use of materials handling
and storage solutions maximises
production in the available space
and can store and distribute work
around the laundry in a logical,
controlled way.”
She carries on, saying, that
“our monorail systems are suited
to both current and future laundry
needs, and can be expanded to grow
with your business.” Further, by
eliminating double handling and
elevating sorted soiled and clean

Kannegiesser says that its eVue system can improve
processing speeds in a laundry
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Metalprogetti’s conveyor system at London’s Nobu Hotel
easy to operate, could manage
many garments and was compact
in size, so it didn’t take up too much
space in their basement area. “This
system,” says Alexander, “achieves
just that.”
But the system isn’t just for
hotels. In fact, Alexander says that
Metalprogetti UK works across
various industries, including
conference centres, warehouses,
hospit als, and d r ycleaners,
“ t o d el ive r s p a c e - s av i ng ,
ef f iciency-boost i ng a nd
labour-saving automated systems,
that can be fully integrated with each
other, and external EPoS systems,
to achieve a very streamlined
approach to production.”
He says that Metalprogetti “is
driving the shift towards central
processing units and unmanned
24/7 shops within the drycleaning
and laundry industry.” He gives
the example of the Metalprogetti
Battista Combi 24/7 system
which “essentially performs a
24/7 self-service kiosk, whereby
customers can drop off and collect
their drycleaning, by operating

The Supertrack monorail
system from Kannegiesser
moves items to where they
need to be

linen into the air, “the monorail
system increases overall laundry
capacity using overhead storage
to free up valuable floor space for
more production machinery.”
She explains that “our entire
monorail system is bespoke, which
means you are able to choose the
right solution that best suits your
needs and variance of laundry
items.” She continues: “Precisely
e n g i n e e r e d fo r m a x i mu m
performance, we produce systems
that run faster, quieter and more
accurately than any other.”
Stowe explains that it doesn’t
take rocket science to know that
in addition to core factors such
as cost-efficiency, availability,
and performance, “customers
are also demanding optimal
ergonomics in terms of processes

and workstations, which also
includes good usability and user
experience.” She thinks that this
is why Kannegiesser has “seen a
recent surge in demand for our new
super automated logistics system,
eVue. Taking the laundry industry
by storm over the past 18 months,
eVue makes our systems faster,
smarter and more productive.”
As to how the machine works,
Stowe says that it simplifies
interfaces, focuses on processes,
and for the user, “eVue is not
a complicated programme, so
training new employees is quick
and easy.” She adds that “it is a
reliable, secure and intuitive
web-based system, designed to
provide operators and management
with complete visibility and control
of their production lines and

ensuring their facility is operating
at prime capacity.”
And she says that there are a
number of key benefits which she
lists as being transparent; “easy to
use and operator friendly”; having
a web-based system which “allows
operators and management to view
production lines clearly”; featuring
“advanced machine communication
enables you to view ‘at a glance’
what product is where, and at which
stage of the process”; and offering
real time performance monitoring
to allows operators “to make
decisions and change processes to
improve performance.”
In essence, Stowe says that “eVue
makes laundry operation faster
and smarter, leading to increases
in efficiency and productivity…
and with material handling
control and plant production
management and labour tracking
capabilities, “eVue enables you to
optimise your processes.” Beyond
that, she points to “advanced
system diagnostics capabilities,
intelligent alarms, trolley barcode
validation, multi-lingual, intuitive
user exper ience, integ rated
equ ipment com mu n icat ion ,
superior production routing

a simple-to-use and intuitive
touchscreen pad, without the
assistance of attendants.”
Alexander reckons that “it’s a
revolutionary system, with shops
already seeing a boost in customers
and profits.”
In one case he cites, White Label
Cleaners, owners Sue and Gareth
Hodgen said that “Metalprogetti
UK’s 24/7 kiosk system for us
was a no brainer. Customers can
now choose to visit the store at a
time that is convenient to them,
which will mean our counter staff
become more productive within
the production area. Saving labour
cost is essential to maintaining
profitability.”
“Customer feedback,” according
to Gareth Hodgen, “has been
extremely supportive and they’re
very intrigued by it.”
T he company’s ga r ment
handling systems have, claims
Alexander, been “proven to improve
efficiencies in managing garments
across a range of service-related
sectors, including hospitality, retail,
public services and health.”

and tracking which makes eVue
Control,” she claims, “the leading
production management software
for commercial laundries in the
industry.”
The last benefit Stowe wanted
to mention is its ability to remotely
control systems. As she says,
“because you can’t be everywhere,
you can access all metrics through
a phone or tablet on the go with
the app – you can view data
from multiple plants in one clean
interface. So, if you want the best,
invest!”
eVue from Kannegiesser
offers Advanced system
diagnostics capabilities

Conveyor Systems

Jensen

Jensen’ partner company,
Inwatec, offers the Greit
stack storage system that is
designed to be modular

J

ensen’s Gerda Jank, head
of communications, says
that automating processes
“requires a constant re-thinking
and development of existing
solutions.” As she points out,
conveyors are traditionally used
to transport textiles to remove
the manual trolley handling in
industrial laundries, but “they
can also function as a dynamic
storage system between folding
machines and logistics; our
partner company, Inwatec, uses
conveyors for its innovative
system Greit to handle stacked
linen and towels.”
I nw a t e c’s C E O, M a d s
Andresen, explains that the Greit
system is a modular stack storage
that automates the handling
of clean textiles. The system
connects the ironer line and
folding machines with the buffer
system through conveyors. With
additional conveyor belts, the
textiles are dynamically stored
until they are needed.
He says that “in our automatic
route packing version, the
combination of smart conveyor belt
constructions and robotic shuttles
save a lot of labour and space.
The sales and order systems are
connected directly to the system,
for instance, with the SoCom
Tikos. When a packing list is due,

the shuttle delivers the articles for
that specific route directly to the
operator.”
Andresen gives examples - a
Norwegian laundry, Nor Tekstil,
“that has operated a Greit system
for more than two years now has
more customers; it sees the modular
stack storage as an opportunity to
enhance processes on the clean
side.” And with another, a German
laundry, Frey, he says that “the
system promises better hygiene
due to the decreased contact with
the textiles.”
For Frey, Andresen explains
that the system also enables
advanced inventory control and
that the operator doesn’t have to
walk with a cart to get the laundry

Frey uses Inwatec’s Greit system to
help it offer better hygiene control.
Inwatec is a partner of Jensen

on the list to find and pack.
Instead, the desired stacks come
up a centralised packing station
when everything is ready in that
order. “At long last,” he says, “it’s
about getting the right item to the
right customer at the right time.
And in this discipline, the robots
are far superior to most humans.”
Back to Jensen, Jank details
Jenway, “a smart way to automate
production sequences between
the finishing equipment and the
packing and dispatch area.” As
she describes it, a Jenway system
“basically transpor t stacks
from the finishing equipment
to dispatch. The system can be
designed to sort the linen into
desired categories making it

Inwatec, a partner of Jensen, built
its Greit system to have advanced
inventory control

easier and faster for the operator
to pack the linen trolley directly
for the customer.” She adds that the
system also releases an operator
from working behind the finishing
equipment, “which saves labour
time and increases the efficiency
on the finishing equipment,” as
the number of stops are reduced
as stacks are taken away from the
machine in a constant flow.
Jenway uses standard elements.
Nevertheless, Jank says that
the system “can be tailored to
provide the desired service in a
cost-efficient manner.” She tells
how the “smart controls allow
for advanced functions such as
sorting by individual customers
and articles, printing of labels and
integration to the laundry billing
system.” But even if these functions
are not needed, she thinks that “a
Jenway system is still a guarantee
of higher output as it improves
the flow of the work processes.”
Fundamentally, she thinks that
Jenway offers “transport without
intervention from an operator
which guarantees a constant level
of quality and provides a highly
customer-oriented and flexible
option for the delivery of stacked
linen.”

Jensen’s Jenway conveyor can be built
according to customer specification.

Dane Realstar

N

icholas Higgs, partner and
sales and service manager
at Dane Realstar, thinks
that with the installation of an
automated conveyor system, a
drycleaner, launderer, retailer
or hotel valet “can improve
efficiency and reduce costs.”
His company offers the
Pamilas ACS conveyor system.
“These bespoke conveyors,” he
says, “are manufactured with top
quality materials producing perfect
operation from a unique aerial
steel continuous-rack system for
storing garments.”
He adds that from a basic
‘I’ shape conveyor system to
complicated intricate systems to
suit all customers’ requirements,
conveyor s ca n cut spa ce
requirements, solve organisation
problems, and modules of
various shapes and sizes can be
manufactured to incorporate
storage on one or more floor levels.
Mecha n ically spea k i ng,
Dane Realstar supplies
conveyors from Pamilas
that utilise space to the
maximum

Higgs says that “a conveyor can
store hundreds of garments in a
minimum of space, reduce the time
to find individual articles, and can
be operated by one person.” In fact,
he says that an operator doesn’t
have to leave the customer service
counter and “can find a garment
quickly and easily with either
manual controls or an automatic
computerised locating system
with keyboard for calling for the
desired articles and positioning
them at a pre-set point.” As a
result, the conveyor ensures that
customers are not left unattended
at the counter whilst the garment
is being searched for.
Beyond this, the system can
also be linked up to an EPoS till
system, barcoding, RFID and auto
dispense.
Higgs says that the system
comes in two standard models –
a slotted conveyor system with
pre-set spaces for garments,
and a continuous band system
without predetermined positions.
Alternatively, the slotted conveyor
system can be made into any shape
required - typically a spiral model
on two or more levels for “a more
functional and convenient use of
the space in height, while always
allowing the operator to work at
eye level.” On this he adds that
“an aerial or suspended design
also leaves work areas free, and
wall mounted supports reduce

Pamilas conveyors, from Dane Realstar, allow for the
searching of stored items
interruption to the working space.”
In essence, he says that “all
our conveyor systems can be
personalised to suit our customers
specific requirements.” And for the
industrial laundry, computerised
operation is possible with reading
of garment barcodes, automatic
transfer unit and sorting and
make-up of customer’s laundry.
Another consideration that
Higgs highlights is that included
in Dane Realstar’s installations are
bespoke figure of eight Pamilas
conveyor systems – “the intricate
twists and turns being achieved by
Pamilas with their technologically
advanced manufacturing ability
which can make G-shaped
descending conveyors for factory
environments, L-shape shop units
and multi-level conveyors for a

variety of situations.”
It’s worth nothing that Dane
Realstar supplies these systems,
says Higgs, to a variety of
businesses, hotels and commercial
enterprises. But no matter the
customer, he says that “the design
process starts with a visit to the
customer to discuss exactly what
they would like to achieve with
the space available and, of course,
their budget.”

Parrisianne

J

ames Holt, managing
director of Parrisianne
Dry Cleaning Solutions Ltd,
thinks that there has never
been a more important time for
drycleaners and laundry owners
to differentiate their business
from their competitors. He
says that “one way to achieve
this is by making your business
extremely efficient in the way
staff handle their customers
garment collection.” He adds that
“nothing attracts more interest
than to see conveyor machinery
working and for potential clients
to see garments revolving inside
a shop window.” Further, Holt
says that space permitting, “they
can prove to be a major laboursaving device and because they
can be attention grabbing, they
can help increase sales.”
Parrisianne supplies the ACS
range of conveyors, a company that
Holt says “designs and manufactures
their own products and which has
over 25 years’ experience in the
field of handling and automation
- with units installed in a wide
variety of industries including
drycleaning and laundry, textile,
shops, showrooms and private
apartments.”
Holt says that ACS conveyors
are small and flexible enough to fit
well in a variety of shops and units.
They are easy to install and require
very little maintenance “having
been designed with high quality
materials guaranteeing perfect
operation over the years.”
One feat ure of the ACS
machines that Holt highlights is a
software link that can be established
with an EPoS system and conveyors
supplied by Parrisianne. He says
that this allows an operator to
simply type or scan a customer’s
ticket number and the conveyor will
automatically rotate to the correct
unloading position; likewise, it is
also possible to scan a ticket whilst
loading the conveyor and the EPoS
system will automatically rotate
empty slots position for loading
garments.
“At Parrisianne,” says Holt, “we
have been asked to design many
varying sizes of conveyors - from
simple oval designs to rising uphill
units for storage on either two
levels of flooring or double height
installations where limited space is
available but where ceiling height is
not an issue. But it is also possible
to utilise space very efficiently with
a spiral conveyor.”
And he gives an example
of what the company can do. In
the summer of 2020 Parrisianne
installed a 1,700 slot conveyor in
the laundry of Claridges Hotel.
Holt explains that with space at
a premium in the laundry, it was
decided that a standard height
loading and steep incline to ceiling
height was required. 90 per cent of

Claridges has installed
a conveyor system from
Parrisianne
the conveyor framework was ceiling
fixed to give clearance above the
finishing equipment at floor level.
It was even possible to install
an automated collection booth
controlled by magnetic cards
whereby clients could collect
orders that were ready without
even entering the shop - enabling
a 24-hour service. This type of
system required the shop to be
equipped for barcoding and Holt
says that “the business is now
perceived by customers to be very
professional.”
Holt ends wit h a not her
example, a 2019 installation that
Parrisianne supplied and fitted - a
fully automated 24-hour drop off
and collection conveyor system
in unmanned pods for Peters’
Cleaners. As he explains, “owner
Vicky Whiter realised their client
base had evolved and her shops
were no longer located where their
busy customers needed them to be.
Such was the success of the first
pod that a second was installed
in May 2021 so their customers
could drop off dirty items or collect
clean clothes at any time of the day
or night.”

Five Star Dry Cleaners
West, in Canary Wharf,
uses a conveyor from
Parrisianne to best effect

Pamilas conveyors, as
supplied by Dane Realstar,
can accommodate the
tightest of turns

Parrisianne supplied
conveyor equipment to
a number of pods run by
Peters’ Cleaners
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Politicians and scientists get serious about tackling microfibre pollution
September marked a pivotal moment
for companies, NGOs and scientists
who’re serious about tackling
microfibre pollution from laundry.
The UK All-Party Parliamentary
Group for Microplastics released
a report calling on Westminster
to pass legislation mandating
microfibre filtration in all domestic
and commercial washing machines
by 2025.
Xeros Technologies were
h o n o u r e d t o joi n p ol i c y
experts, leading academics and
environmental NGOs at the launch
of the report and they even took a
microfibre dinner along with them.
The APPG report draws on work
done by the National Federation
of Women’s Institutes which
has campaigned on the issue of
microfibre pollution. A NFWI
report in 2018 found that UK
households were doing around
68 million loads of laundry every
week and releasing more than nine

To highlight that microfibres
from washing our clothes
are heading for our seas, and
our plates, Xeros showcased
a seafood menu made from
microfibres collected from
washing machines

Left to right, Nicky Amos, Director of Public Affairs at the
National Federation of Women’s Institutes, Alberto Costa
MP, Chair of the APPG for Microplastics, Rebecca Pow MP,
Minister for the Environment, and Ann Jones, Chair of the
National Federation of Women’s Institutes enjoying The Xeros
Microfibre Dinner at the report launch in Parliament.
trillion microfibres. As well as
requesting microfibre filtration
in all domestic and commercial
washing machines by 2025, the
APPG report also calls for:
• A government-led awareness

campaign to promote consumer
behaviour change
• A designated minister for
Plastics Pollution
• An Extended Producer
Responsibility Scheme for textiles

by 2023
Ann Jones, chair of the National
Federation of Women’s Institutes
said: “This report is a clarion cry
for action to turn the tide on the
plastic pollution that is blighting
our marine environments.
“Our own research found at
least 9.4 trillion microplastic fibres
could be released every week in the
UK through the washing process.
With every day that passes by, our
rivers and seas are becoming more
choked with plastic waste.
“The scale of the problem is huge,
but the solutions are increasingly

close at hand. By fitting filters to
washing machines, making textile
producers responsible for the waste
their products create and appointing
a minister to bring departments
together we can make a huge
difference.”
Mark Nichols, CEO of Xeros
Technologies plc shared his
thoughts in the APPG’s press
release. “At Xeros we have long
held that microfibre filtration must
become mandatory in domestic and
commercial washing machines and
garment finishing equipment.
“Our journey began with a
very public commitment to the

UN oceans conference to produce
an effective filtration solution for
washing machines. Since then,
the issue of microfibre pollution
in the environment and our precious
oceans has grown exponentially.
“The work of the NFWI in
highlighting the issue of microfibre
pollution caused by laundry helped
bring this to the attention of the
general public and, by extension, the
work of the APPG on microplastics
is now bringing the matter to
the attention of government and
decision-makers who can make a
real difference.
“Effective microfibre filtration
in washing machines is the
quickest and most cost-effective
way to mitigate the release of
microplastic from laundry to
aquatic environments. By calling
for legislation in the UK, the
APPG Microplastics is taking an
important step towards making
this a reality.”

Report: NLG Conference 2021
A

fter nearly two years
the NLG held their first
conference at DoubleTree
Hilton in Chester. In lighthearted
mood Alastair McCrae NLG chief
executive opened the meeting to
the gathering by introducing the
new members and thanking the
sponsors Richard Haworth, linen
specialists to the hospitality
industry, and Kannegiesser
UK, manufacturer of laundry
equipment.

Richard Haworth

First up from Richard Haworth
was Rod Nutter ably supported by
Chris Kingsford. Nutter spoke of
the challenges of the last 19 months
from the inflammatory costs of raw
materials, shipping containers and
home logistics and how Richard
Haworth have coped during these
challenging times, whilst keeping
their loyal customers serviced.
Nutter said during the start of
the pandemic Haworth adapted
from linen suppliers to providing
scrubs for the NHS. Such was the
demand, every item made could
have been sold over a hundred
times, however these were all
sold at cost and 28 people on the
factory f loor worked tirelessly
through the crisis. Some office
staff were furloughed, however
Haworth rotated the staff under
the furlough scheme to show there
was no favouritism and to let them
know they were all still very much
part of the business.
Kingsford explained how they
were still there for their customers
by keeping in contact with the
customer base via regular zoom
and phone calls. Zoom meetings
were made with staff to keep up
the morale in the business.
When the business partially shut

L-R Shyju Skariah, Selwyn Burchhardt, David Stevens,
Rod Nutter, Chris Kingsford, Stuart Boyd.
there were 51 containers due to
arrive from overseas with a further
75 due shortly after. Rather than
cancel the orders Haworth used
every bit of available space in their
premises to store all the incoming
deliveries.
Coming out of lockdown
shipping containers were stacked
up all over the world as Nutter
explains, there was an armada
of vessels waiting to dock on the
east and west coast of America. He
went on to say how the average cost
of a 40ft container now exceeds
$10,000 which is five times more
than a year ago. On top of that, the
Suez Canal suffered a blockage
when a container ship managed
to get blown sideways blocking
the shipping lane and according
to Nutter at that time over eight
million containers were waiting
to be unloaded. He went on to
say how the cost of containers

during the start of the pandemic Haworth adapted from
linen suppliers to providing scrubs for the NHS. Such was
the demand, every item made could have been sold over a
hundred times
had exponentially risen through
the Covid pandemic, he gave an
example of shipping containers
from China costing $600 three years
ago and now the same container is
costing over $18,000. He said how
desperate measures had been taken
to transport containers by road and
rail across Asia to other ports to
avoid the clogged up ports in China.
Turning his attention to home
he spoke of how, on top of the
container crisis, elsewhere the UK
freight companies were passing on
costs including fuel and HGV driver
levies to their customers, knowing

that there’s nothing our suppliers
can do at this present time whilst
keeping their respective customer
basis serviced.
To round up his presentation he
explained why western countries
have tried to move away from
China for raw cotton because of the
human rights issues, in particular
the Xinjiang region. The Xinjiang
region produces more than 20 per
cent of the world’s cotton and 84
per cent of China’s cotton, but
according to Nutter the trade is
tainted by issues of human rights
abuses, including suspected forced
labour, torture and sterilisation of
Uighur and other Turkic Muslim
minority people. Another factor
to take into consideration is that
Pakistan, another producer, has
struggled for various reasons with
their cotton production, so cotton
prices have risen by up to 45 per
cent over the last year.
He closed his presentation, by
warning the delegates, if you know
what stock you need for next year,
order it now!
His mantra has moved from
‘Just in time’ to ‘Just in case’.

Kannegiesser UK

Selwyn Burchhardt was next to
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take the floor, firstly providing
background infor mation on
Kannegiesser UK giving examples
of potential savings for the future
and finally providing details of
the Kannegiesser equipment and
how this could benefit businesses.
Burchhardt explained not only
do Kannegiesser provide equipment
to hospitality and health care, but to
the airline and shipping industries
also.
Bu r ch h a rdt t ouche d on
cost savings to be taken into
consideration when working with
Kannegiesser UK for example costs
for energy, carbon tax, funding
for energy saving equipment and
corporation tax super deduction of
130 per cent valid until March 2023.
According to the government
website on tax super deduction.
From 1 April 2021 until 31 March
2023, companies investing in
qualifying new plant and machinery
assets will be able to claim a 130
per cent super-deduction capital
allowance on qualifying plant and
machinery investments and a 50
per cent first-year allowance for
qualifying special rate assets.
The super deduction will allow
companies to cut their tax bill by
up to 25p for every £1 they invest,

ensuring the UK capital allowances
regime is amongst the world’s most
competitive.
Burch hardt identif ied
improvements made over the last
decade when using Kannegiesser
equipment including 40 per
cent less energy consumption
from improvements made to the
extraction press by raising the
pressure to 56 bar this obtains 10-15
per cent less moisture retention and
is cheaper than using a conventional
gas dryer. Kannegiesser are also
able to make sure the discharge
from the tunnel washer into the
press happens at the right time
saving the client seconds, but over
a number of cycles per day, enables
the production of more work.
Moving on to dryers Burchhardt
was keen to mention the new dryer
technology - their ECO-2-Power
energy saving package - for their
range of PowerDry dryers which
can reduce gas consumption for
the drying process by up to 21
per cent when compared with the
already energy efficient standard
PowerDry model.
Closing his presentation
Burchhardt spoke of the benefits
of the Kannegiesser robotisation
laundry equipment. One of the
challenges for robots has been to
pick up an item, spread it out and
feed it to the towel folders. Feeding
the robots can be done by using the
monorail system, cart under the
machine or a conveyor belt system,
but he stresses for ROI continuity
is key.

Textile Services
Association
David Stevens spoke about the
legacy of Covid and how he engaged
with members through webinars
on various topics. The benefits of
being a TSA member, and their
September conference at Ardencote
Manor Hotel.
Stuart Boyd, from LTC took his
usual first day slot, to talk about
the laundry processes in general
and the Test Piece (TP) situation
with the NLG members.
The day was completed with
a three course meal and Alastair
McGufffie’s light-hearted charity
collection.

News

Controlling costs in your business:
a constant struggle or easy as pie?

£
Launderers jailed and bailed
The Worshipful Company of
Launderers took part in the
annual ‘Jailed and Bailed’
event, where members across
many of the City of London
Livery companies are ‘arrested’
in aid of the British Red Cross.
This year the event raised
£45,810.
At the event guests arrive

at the Old Bailey before being
‘arrested’ and charged in the
courtroom with crimes to be
decided by colleagues, family
and friends.
Everyone is then taken to
the Tower of London and then
only released only once bail of
£1,000 has been paid to the Red
Cross by sponsors.

Complete laundry solutions:

Wet cleaning
Laundry
Roller irons
Ozone cabinets

enquiries@mach1-engineering.co.uk
07956 216 307
Sales, spares, service and
installations.
Official supplier of Renzacci laundry equipment

We all know we need to watch what
we spend, but when it comes to
your business it is not always easy
to control your costs when you are
focused on doing your day job.
There are two types of costs for
businesses: variable costs and fixed
costs. Variable costs depend on sales
as well as supplies such as stock,
postage, delivery costs, packaging,
and others. Fixed costs are generally
always the same; they are for set
amounts such as accountancy fees,
bank fees, monthly bills such as
electricity and rent, etc.
To know how much you are
spending, and to keep track of your
costs, it is best to write them down,
so you know the exact amount spent
per day, week or month. After you
have your list ready, go through
each cost, and see if you can find
possible ways to reduce them. Don’t
think that any saving is ever too
small, the sum of all parts can add
up quite quickly your business
could be saving lots of money in
the long run.
Some suggestions for specific
points which you could think
about:

• Finding cheaper utilities
providers
• Changing bank to look for terms
and offers that might be more
favourable to your business
• Think about what other providers
you use – many, like AIMS, now
also charge a fixed monthly fee
Reducing variable costs can
be much trickier, especially where
they are costs directly associated
with your business:
• Try to negotiate some of your
highest bills down
• Find possible discounts by buying
in bulk
• Always ask for a discount –
what’s the worst that can happen?
• Scrutinize your costs and try to
eliminate some which can be
unnecessary
• Are there any of your variable
costs you can move to fixed
– at AIMS we charge fixed
fees agreed in advance for
accountancy work, so what was
variable can become fixed!
Overall, what that gives you
the opportunity to do is to have
more available cash at the end of

Henry Ejdelbaum, MD at AIMS
Accountants for Business
the month, make more profit, and
improve your business’ numbers.
Henry Ejdelbaum, MD at
business accountancy firm AIMS,
comments: “The main benefit
of putting your business’ costs
under control is to lower its overall
expenses, and keeping more money
instead of it going out the door.
Cost control is a key factor to
maintain and grow profitability.”
We help our clients look after
their books so that they can focus
on doing what they do best,
running their business.

New regional manager for
Christeyns as Stone retires
Christeyns’ regional manager,
Keith Stone, is retiring from the
business after 20 years’ service.
Russ Pannell has been appointed
to take over the role.
Keith Stone has taken the
decision to retire from Christeyns
and move with his wife to the
island of St Helena. He joined
Bradford based Christeyns in
September 2001 and was a key
member of the Southern team,
working initially as an account
manager, then deputy manager
and latterly area manager for the
South East.
Stepping into the role is Russ
Pannell, who joined Christeyns
in 2016 and has a long career
in the laundry and hygiene
sector. Pannell started out as a
washer-extractor maintenance
engineer before moving to the
hygiene chemical side where he
has held several senior operational
management roles.
“I am looking forward to the
new challenges this role will offer,”
states Pannell. “I worked closely
with Keith for several years and
he will be a hard act to follow
but I hope to achieve continued
sales growth, developing my
team and providing a first class
service.”
He continues: “The market
has been through a lot of
challenges in the past 18 months
but fortunately we can see the
light at the end of the tunnel and
customers are getting busier by
the day.”
Operations director Justin
Kerslake comments on the
appointment, “Popular with his
peers, Russ shows immense
enthusiasm and is dedicated
to customer service. He will
be a strong addition to the
Christeyns UK management
structure.”

Russ Pannell, new
regional manager
at Christeyns

Have an AGS Autumn!
Let us take care of your every
need; laundry equipment, water
heaters, detergents, dosing
systems, water softeners.
AGS your One Stop Shop!
See our ad on page 26
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Chelsea Green
Valet win London
business award
Chelsea Green Valet have been
named the Best Drycleaning
and Laundering Business of
2021 at the Greater London
Enterprise Awards for the
second time in a row.
“The Greater London
Enterprise Awards are purely
judged on merit and in order
to determine our winners,
our in-house research team
will carefully analyse all the
information that is available
both online and in the public
domain,” the SME News said
of the awards, now in its fifth
year.
The west London-based
business has been operating
for more than a decade now,
developing a strong reputation
among a wide range of
customers for excellent service

and outstanding results.
A family-run business,
the team prides itself on
taking on any challenge and
has developed a set of values
that clearly resonates with its
customers.
Antonia Pugh-Thomas, a
haute couturier and regular
customer said the following:
“I have run an haute couture
business for 25 years and know
a good drycleaner when I see
one, which is why I always use
Chelsea Green Valet.”
Baroness Goudie added:
“I have been using Chelsea
Green Valet for more than five
years and I would definitely
recommend them as their
cleaning quality is high and
their service reliable and
friendly.”

Christeyns consolidates
its position in hygiene
sector with acquisition

From left to right : Nicolás Moratalla (founding partner of Eurosanex), Febrer (sales director
professional hygiene Spain), Alain Roose (global business unit director Christeyns professional
hygiene), Antonio Bartual (founding partner of Eurosanex), Ramón Bertó (general manager of
Christeyns, Spain) and Manuel Vicente Girba (founding partner of Eurosanex)
Christeyns, producer of hygiene
chemicals, has acquired the
Valencian company Eurosanex.
Eu rosanex specialise in
manufacturing products for
professional hygiene, food and
laundry, as well as personal hygiene.
This new investment is part of
Christeyns’ strategy to extend
its activities in the professional
hygiene market. Eurosanex employs
thirty people and realised a turnover
of around 10 million euros in 2020.
Eurosanex is based in Cheste
(Valencia) and was founded
in 1987. The company has a
state-of-the-art factory and has
developed a wide portfolio in

which environmentally friendly
cleaning and disinfection products
stand out. Eurosanex has a wide
network of customers located in
more than 15 countries.
The CEO of Eurosanex,
Antonio Bartual acknowledges that
with this acquisition the company
has managed to give continuity to
a project that started more than
30 years ago. “We have worked

very hard since we founded the
company and this has helped us
to become part of the Christeyns
family. Now, our entire team will
have the opportunity to continue
growing professionally with
Christeyns, one of the market
leaders in the professional hygiene
sector.”
“With the acquisition of
Eurosanex we are going to be more

WWW

D.L.S.

Drycleaning & Laundry Services

www.dls.co.uk • 0800 085 3063 • @dlsedinburgh

CleanEx2022 NEW DATES: April 24/25 2022
info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk | Tel: 0118 901 4471
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competitive” says Ramón Berto,
general manager of Christeyns in
Spain. “It consolidates ourselves in
a definitive way in the professional
hygiene sector, not only at a
national level, but also beyond
the Spanish borders.”
Christeyns’ goal is to increase
the turnover of the professional
hygiene department from 65
million euros in 2020 to 120
million euros in 2023.
The entire Eurosanex team will
join the Christeyns organisation in
Spain, making it stronger, better
positioned in the market and able
to offer its comprehensive hygiene
services.

NEW INSTALLATIONS

Section Headery

New washers
supplied and
commissioned
by AGS who
say
that
Electrolux’s
Li ne 60 0 0
Super 8 range
is definitely
spreading.

Brewer & Bunney recently installed a new 11kg Primus washer at a
Devon care home, one of the many care sites they work with across
the Southwest.

Regency Dry Cleaners is perfectly located in the centre of the regency
town of Cheltenham in Gloucestershire. The business recently
installed an equally impressive DryStream Premier EPoS system
to manage the workload and prepare for the business bounce back
in the months ahead. Regency selected expert installation and onsite
training available to DryStream customers and the equally enjoyable
‘no monthly charges’.

An installation of three washer/dryer coin operated stacks for
Brewer & Bunney at another Bristol based student building ready
for the new intake.

The team at Iron & Sons is ready to greet customers following the
installation of its latest and newest DryStream TOUCH Express
EPoS system at its business premises in Hertford, Hertfordshire.
Every ‘Express’, ‘Premier’ and ‘Premier Plus’ system from DryStream
includes free unlimited lifetime telephone support so that owners
can start reaping the benefits of their investment from day one with
no monthly charges.

WASHCO recently installed three WASHCONNECT W18 washing
machines and three T18 dryers into a prestigious public school.
“Our client set us a unique challenge,” explains business development
manager, Richard Catling. “They have a busy laundry, but it doesn’t
have the power required to heat all of the machines at once. They
needed a solution which could meet their capacity requirements
without having to change the laundry infrastructure.”
One of the capabilities of WASHCONNECT is the ability to
manage the peak load. The machines were connected to each other
via WASHCONNECT’s smart technology and then programmed to
manage the cycles across all of the machines so that they didn’t all
heat at the same time and cause issues with the power supply.
“The customer was really pleased that WASHCO were able to
meet all of their requirements with the machines and also install a
roller iron,” Catling continues. “It’s great to be able to use the latest
laundry technology to improve the service that we give our customers,
working with them to find the right solution.”

Do you have an installation story to share with readers?
If you’d like your installation featured in a future issue of Laundry & Cleaning Today then send a photo and some brief details
about the installation and the equipment to the team by emailing editor@laundryandcleaningtoday.co.uk
LCT | October 2021
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SHOP WINDOW
BOILER

CHEMICALS LAUNDRY

01255 224500
www.steamboilers.co.uk

BOILER BROKERS
Twin Industries
International
BOILER BROKERS
FOR ALL INDUSTRIAL BOILERS
Free, totally independent service, linking
enquirers with appropriate suppliers.
• Steam • Hot Water • Thermal Fluid
New • Reconditioned • Hire
Save time and money with one phone call
No. 1 Hartley Mews, Hartley Wintney
Hampshire RG27 8NX
Tel: 01252 845521
Email: sales@twin-industries.co.uk
www.boilerbrokers.com

COMPUTERS/EPOS SYSTEMS

The best EPoS systems
for dry cleaners
& laundries
• Hardware, software,
installation, training & support
• Buy outright
or lease over 1-5 years

DRYCLEANING MACHINES

No monthly charges

020 8441 0102

www.drystream.co.uk

The Industry’s Choice since 1993

CLASSIFIEDS BRING RESULTS

CALL 0118 901 4471
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ADVERTISE IN
THESE PAGES FROM

£180

+VAT

DRYCLEANING SUPPLIES

FINISHING EQUIPMENT

4 Rhodes Street, Castleford, West Yorkshire WF10 1LE
Tel: 01977 512152/518874 Mob: 07785 931863/07770 738676
www.centre-service.co.uk E: info@centre-service.co.uk

Spares, Service
Installation
Press Clothing, Ironer Clothing
Visit our website and order online

LINEN - BED AND BATH

VISION IS DEDICATED TO
PROVIDING THE HIGHEST
QUALITY, ETHICALLY
SOURCED BED, BATH
AND TABLE LINEN TO THE
LAUNDRY INDUSTRY.
CONTACT VISION TO ORDER TODAY

01254 589 550
visionlinens.com

LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

LAUNDERETTE SPARE PARTS

SPARE PARTS
VISIT OUR NEW ONLINE
ORDERING SITE
WWW.LPD.CO.UK
OR CALL
01642 768 995

RELY ON US TO SERVICE
YOUR MACHINES WITH
OFF THE SHELF PARTS
SAVE
25%
ON OUR

STANDARD
DAY RATES AND
BREAKDOWN

20%
OFF
OUR PLANNED

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM (PPM)

SERVICE
GUARANTEE
ON MOST MAKES
AND MODELS

QUALIFIED
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS
REQUIRED

HIGHLY COMPETITIVE
SALARY, GAS SAFE A
CLEAR ADVANTAGE

POSTERS-PARTS-SUPPLIES

LAUNDRY MACHINE
PARTS SPECIALIST
(MOST MAKES)

020 8311 1382

CALL 01254 671 155

www.grpps.com
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LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

20KG
45lbs
£4095
14KG
30lbs
£3450

£4295

£3625

28KG
62lbs
£5495
£5725

9KG
20lbs
£2495

13KG
30lbs
£2495

£2625

£2625

25KG
55lbs
£3195

2 X 20KG
2 X 45lbs
£6450

£3350

£6725

2 X 13KG
2 X 30lbs
£4995

enquiries@mach1-engineering.co.uk
07956 216 307

£5225

Complete laundry solutions:
Wet cleaning
Laundry
Roller irons
Ozone cabinets

Super 8 green machines reducing utility
bills! Optional AGS mech accepting coins,
tokens and cashless payments!
In stock for immediate delivery!

The most energy efficient machinery on the market; don‛t ask us ask our competitors!
T: 01277 899664/616

E: info@agslimited.co.uk

Official supplier of Renzacci
laundry equipment

W: agslimited.co.uk

TRUCKS AND TROLLEYS

LAUNDRY
SPARES
MADE SIMPLE.
Over 20,000 parts at the click
of a button or the end of the
phone.

A R Materials Handling Ltd
Bag Trolleys to suit every application
Textile or Plastic Bags accommodated
Available in many styles and colours

08000 546 546

Lidded Bag Trolley | Single Bag Trolley | Hamper Bag Trolley | Double Bag Trolley | Folding Bag Trolley

laundryspares.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1706 225434
E-mail: sales@armh.co.uk Web: www.armh.co.uk

WEDDING DRESS PRESERVATION BOXES

TRAINING

ADVERTISE IN
Full UK and Europe Coverage
Industry Trainer / Examiner
Independent Consultant
SED Reports
Garment Analysis Reports
Modern Apprenticeship Trainer
Guild Approved Trainer

colin@totalfabricsolutions.com
01698 306276
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tarheelcentre@gmail.com
07580151270

THESE PAGES
FROM
£180 + VAT

CLASSIFIEDS
SHOPS & BUSINESSES FOR SALE

Fe n t o n B u s i n e s s S a l e s
Solely for the Dry Cleaning & Laundry Industry
www.fentonbusinesssales.co.uk

LONDON – Unit T/O
£4,800pw Rent £24,000p.a.
VERY PROFITABLE
£197,500+sav Offers
DC2073

LONDON – UNIT
T/O £7,500pw RENT
£45,000p.a. Retirement
£320,000+sav DC2058

SURREY – Unit T/O
£73,000p.a. Lease Rent
£12,000p.a. £54,950 +sav
DC2053

HERTS – Unit & Receiver
T/O £6,900 pw RENT
£42,400p.a. £250,000+sav
DC2075

SURREY - Unit T/O
£2,500p.w.+ Lease Rent
£15,000p.a. £90,000+sav
FREEHOLD, Business &
3 Bed Accommodation
£640,000 DC2044

ESSEX - UNIT T/O
£1800pw. Lease Rent
£13,500p.a. Rates £0.
Retirement Sale High
Margins £65,000+sav
DC2054.

KENT - Laundry/
Ironing Business T/O
£1,800pw Rent £7,800p.a.
£62,500+SAV DC2077

Hertfordshire -Unit T/O
£5000 pw Rent £27,000
£249,000 +sav Offers.
DC2066

LONDON – Unit T/O
£1,400p.w. Lease Rent
£16,500p.a. £30,000 +sav
Offers DC2038
LONDON – Unit T/O
£2,600p.w. counter
Lease Rent £12,500p.a.
£65,000+sav OFFERS
DC2048

LONDON – Receiver
T/O £41,600p.a. Lease
Rent £10,000p.a. £15,000
DC2043

DC2077
HAMPSHIRE – Unit T/O
£2500 p.w. Rent £18,500pa
£80,000+sav DC2076

LONDON – Receiver T/O
£1,000pw Rent £12,000p.a.
£40,000+sav OFFERS
DC2074

LONDON T/O £1,800
per week. Rent £21,750
pa £55,000 DC2055
REDUCED
LONDON – T/O £2,700
pw Lease £18,000p.a
£90,000+sav DC2069
REDUCED

email admin@fentonbusinesssales.co.uk
Call Cherie on 07414 582575

SURREY – Ironing
Business. T/O £4,000p.w.
collection & delivery Lease
Rent £6,500p.a. £120,000
Offers DC1947

CARDIFF – Laundrette
& Receiver Net Proﬁt
£30,000 Rent £12,000 p.a
Rates £4,900p.a Modern
Equipment £40,000+sav
DC2070 REDUCED

DC2070
Recommended Solicitors

Mark Ashton & Co Solicitors (01273) 236750
Hamed Ovaisi 01323 407555

PROFITABLE SPECIALIST CLEANING Co FOR SALE
Very well-established business serving customers throughout East Sussex.
Operates using 4 sign-written vans & from leasehold shop premises in busy
sought-after seaside town. Offers specialist mobile Carpet & Upholstery
Cleaning and quality Dry Cleaning & Laundry from the shop. Trade Marked’
name, database of past customers built-up over years, excellent repeat
business, well promoted website and established on Facebook, Twitter, Yelp,
etc. T/O c.£300,000pa with good profits. Includes all equipment, vehicles,
training manuals. Retirement sale, handover provided.

PRICE £139,950
For further details contact Adams & Co 01323 847489
Email: sussex@adamsandco.com

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
For sale or Drycleaner/Finisher to run established
business in North Devon

Drycleaners established 1986 | Little or no outlay required
Management with view to taking over complete business
Ideal family relocation

Tel: 01271

RECRUITMENT

Experienced Drycleaner/
Operator Required
for Drycleaning Outlet in Ruddington, Nottingham

Full-time position | Must be experienced
Very good rate of pay for the right candidate
Please call 07838

Owners wishing to sell call Cherie Hall on 07414582575

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE

523161

105105 to discuss

CleanEx2022
April 24/25 2022

ONE LAST STAND REMAINING!!
SPONSOR THIS EVENT!!

Girbau 3.2 metre Gas Ironer - £5000
Please call: 07771 888292

To avoid disappointment call now
Due to relocation the following equipment is available.
Machinery under 4 years old and in fantastic condition.

Trevil Pantastar trouser presser for £12,000
Trevil Pantastar is the ﬁrst machine
capable of ﬁnishing the entire pair of
trousers; including the crease!
With Pantastar almost anyone can be
quickly trained to produce up to 40 pair
of trousers per hour with superior quality.
The need for a highly skilled, highly
experienced, and highly paid “presser”
is eliminated.

Contact Ali 07810 390366

HEADLINE SPONSOR

info@megevents.co.uk
megevents.co.uk
Tel: 0118 901 4471
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News

Vision bring Christmas
joy to charity
Community involvement is a
key initiative for Vision and one
which lies close to their heart.
The business shared the story on
their LinkedIn page that Ronald
McDonald House (R MHC)
Manchester recently took delivery
of a bumper linen donation from
Vision who said on the post that
they were ‘glad we can help add
some festive joy to their rooms
this Christmas.’
Kathryn Tighe, corporate
partnerships for RMHC UK. Coach
added on LinkedIn: “At Ronald
McDonald House Manchester
we try to make our families as
comfortable as possible, giving
them a place to relax and reset,
because getting a good night’s rest
is essential for everyone.
“A big thank you to Daniel Lee
and everyone at Vision Linens for
donating duvets, pillows, sheets,
and bedding including 800 sets
of Christmas bedding all this

Bio-Productions MD joins
Worshipful Company

amounting to a massive £12,000!
“Donations like this really do
help us make our House a home,
it especially helps us make the
House festive for families staying

with us at a special time of year.
Not everyone can spend Christmas
at home, but this means they can
get into the festive spirit away
from home!”

Angela Gill, MD of Bio-Productions, with Master of the Worshipful
Company of Environmental Cleaning, John Shonfeld (right middle)
and Master elect Gary Fage (right) and the Wardens
A ngela Gill, managi ng
director of Bio-Productions,
recently became a Freeman
in the Worshipful Company
of Environmental Cleaning
after taking an oath at a special
ceremony in London, following
a nomination by one of her
clients.
The Worshipful Company
of Environmental Cleaning is a
membership organisation and
one of 110 livery companies in
the City of London. It follows
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many City traditions and aims
to encourage and maintain
high standards of practice and
integrity in the environmental
cleaning industry.
The initiation was due to
take place in 2020 but was
postponed until this year due to
Covid. The ceremony was also
the Company’s first in-person
event since March 2020, which
added to the historic occasion.
“I’m absolutely delighted
and so proud to join the

Worshipf ul Company of
Environmental Cleaning,”
Angela said. “Our company
is genui nely passionate
about the environmental and
cleaning products that are
environmentally sympathetic,
so joining this prestigious
organisation was really
important for us. I’m excited
to represent Bio-Productions to
other freemen and liverymen
as our business continues to
grow.”

